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ABSTRACT

MATTHEW MCLENDON
MORE THAN MONEY: AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF
CULTURAL CAPITAL VARIABLES ON FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
Under the direction of OLIVIA BOGGS, Ed.D.
Using data from the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009, this study looks at
the variances in student admission knowledge and parental admission guidance by socioeconomic level and tests the relationships of cultural capital variables on four-year
college enrollment. While previous studies have found a relationship between cultural
capital and four-year college enrollment, this study adds to the literature by defining both
what a student knows about college admission and financial aid, parental admission
guidance, and highbrow cultural activities. Results indicate that student knowledge of
college admission does not vary by socioeconomic level, but parents' guidance on
admission activities does. Parental admission guidance, student admission and financial
aid knowledge, socioeconomic status and income all correlated to enrollment. However,
cultural capital variables denoted to measure highbrow cultural activities did not show a
relationship to four-year enrollment.

xi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
College admission data gathered over the last thirty years demonstrates a
persistent gap in enrollment between low and high-income students. Figure 1 shows
college enrollment rates from 1980-2015, indicating students from low socioeconomic
backgrounds have attended college at a lower rate than students from higher
socioeconomic backgrounds. Even more concerning, many students from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds fail to enroll at any postsecondary institution following
completion of high school (Chetty, Friedman, Saez, Turner & Yagan 2017; Carnevale &
Strohl, 2010; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). Bowen, Chingos, and McPherson (2009)
found that 12% of low-income students with standardized test scores competitive for
admission at North Carolina’s top universities did not attend any college and many more
low-income students attended institutions below their academic ability. Although there
have been gains over time, enrollment rates for high school graduates hailing from the
lowest income backgrounds trail those graduates from the highest income level by 24
percentage points (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016). Equitable access to higher education
opens the opportunity for lower income applicants to pursue a bachelor’s degree, have
greater lifelong earnings, engage in civic involvement, and make more sustained
contributions to society (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016).
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Figure 1 College Enrollment Trends Based on Income (each marker indicates the moving
average of the percentage of students within that income bracket that enrolled in college)
(1980-2015). Author’s calculations of U.S. Department of Education. Institute of
Education Sciences, National Center for Education Statistics – Table 302.30. Percentage
of recent high school completers enrolled in two and four-year colleges, by income level:
1975-2015.
Future Outlook
It is important to note that the decision to attend college is complicated and that
many students prosper without having attained a degree. Researchers and those within the
traditional press have questioned why there is such a strong push for students to attend
college (Carlson, 2016). The promotion of college for all as Rosenbaum, Stephan, and
Rosenbaum (2010) suggest leads to problems such as missing opportunities that require
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less education and entering college without a thorough understanding of all that is
necessary to complete a degree. Furthermore, many low-income students struggle with
debt repayment issues after graduation (Chou, Looney, & Watson, 2017). Moreover,
there will be sustained growth in jobs that do not require a college degree, however,
many are in the healthcare and service industries with salaries ranging from twenty to
thirty-five thousand dollars (Occupational Outlook Handbook - Most New Jobs, 2015).
With that considered, promoting college to low-income students does make sense
as the landscape of available jobs continues to shift for those with a bachelor's degree
(Autor, 2011). Many jobs that did not require a bachelor's degree now do and this trend is
happening within industries where previously a college degree was not needed (Burning
Glass, 2014).
The demand for bachelor's degrees by employers coincides with other labor
market trends as well. Data from Figure 2 shows the new jobs projected from 2014-2024
for occupations broken down by those requiring a bachelor's degree and those requiring a
high school diploma. While there is growth in various pockets for those with just a high
school diploma, there are several occupations where jobs that only require a high school
diploma are in decline with many clustered in the $25,000 to $54,999 income bands
(Bureau of Labor Statistics: Occupational Outlook Handbook).
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In addition, low-income students can further their earning potential by enrolling in
even modestly competitive institutions. Chou et al. (2017) measured colleges on a 1-10
ranking based on what they termed “Institutional Opportunity” (p. 34), which is the
number of students earning above $25,000 five years after the time in which they need to
repay their loans. Chou et al. (2017) found that for students who enroll even in the middle
tier schools, they are about four times as likely to make $50,000 or more.

Figure 2 Bureau of Labor Statistics Job Projections for 2014-2024 by Income Level and
Educational Level. Author's calculations of Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department
of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2016-17 Edition. https://www.bls.gov/ooh
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Ultimately, students must weigh different factors in deciding whether college is
the right choice. While each student will eventually have to make their decision, trends
reflect a changing environment that benefits those with a bachelor's degree (Autor, 2011).
Students who face the decision to attend college must make the calculation if the degree
is worth their time and money. The research undertaken here works under the assumption
that students at a basic level understand and see the value of a four-year degree and
would consider it as one of many options they could choose after high school. This idea
comes from different pieces of research, which assert that both students and parents seek
to enhance their human and cultural capital (Jaeger & Breen, 2016; Perna & Titus, 2005).
College access for low-income students is a complex problem, and this research explores
the influence of cultural capital to further explain the unbalanced college enrollment of
low-income students (Maxwell, McNeely and Carboni, 2016).
Cultural Capital
Capital can take many forms, ranging from monetary to human to social
(Bourdieu, 1986). The concept of cultural capital, pioneered by Pierre Bourdieu, is
defined as dispositions, materials, and habits that are of value within society (Maxwell,
McNeely & Carboni, 2016). Since Bourdieu's first writings on cultural capital, many
researchers have debated its exact definition. Winkle-Wagner's (2010) definition provides
a credible start by describing cultural capital as “… those cultural resources that can act
as a form of capital” (p.5). Jaeger and Breen (2016) describe cultural capital as
knowledge of the dominant culture. These resources and knowledge can include cultural
awareness of distinctive practices such as art, music or literature (Bourdieu, 1984) and
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acuity in broader cultural matters, educational credentials, and information on the
education system (Swartz, 1997). It is also evident from the literature that members of the
upper echelons of society hold the most cultural capital which is in turn passed down
from generation to generation. (Bourdieu, 1984). For many students, being inculcated
with cultural capital throughout their lives can provide educational advantages
(DiMaggio, 1982; Jaeger, 2009; Lareau & Weininger, 2003; McDonough, 1997;
Tramonte & Willms, 2010).
One area where increased cultural capital has benefits for students is in college
enrollment. Cultural capital has been shown to have a strong influence on the college
selection process (Nora, 2004) as students with more of it progress better in gaining
access to additional educational opportunities (McDonough, 1997; Jaeger, 2009).
Enhanced cultural capital resources buoy the dispositions, knowledge, and forethought
required to complete the college admission process. Students who have gained the right
disposition operate at a higher level than those who don’t and thus have a better chance of
enrolling in college (Merolla & Jackson, 2014; Perna & Titus, 2005).
Cultural capital is not without its critics. In a lengthy article covering both cultural
capital and Bourdieu's overall theory of social reproduction Goldthorpe (2007) argues
Bourdieu's ideas of social reproduction do not hold up when examining data showing
advancements in educational attainment within all socioeconomic classes. Goldthorpe
(2007) argues that upward mobility within classes and within education rebuts Bourdieu's
central theory of social reproduction. Also, Goldthorpe (2007) claims that many
researchers who use cultural capital as a framework to conduct their research do so in a
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way that does not embody Bourdieu's true thinking on how cultural capital could be
measured. In another critique, Kingston (2001) focuses on a familiar complaint that
Bourdieu's definitions of cultural capital lack clarity, which in turn gives rise to the
ambiguity of how researchers define what constitutes cultural capital. Furthermore,
Kingston (2001) observes the problem of omitted variable bias wherein researchers may
not have accounted for additional factors that could be influencing a parameter of
interest. Research conducted after these studies came out aided in further defining how
cultural capital can be defined (Jaeger, 2010; Merolla & Jackson, 2014). However, it is
important to recognize that cultural capital remains debated within the academic
community.
Statement of the Problem
The college enrollment rate of low-income students is consistently lower than the
college enrollment rate for students at higher income levels (Bowen, Chingos, &
McPherson, 2009; Haveman & Wilson, 2007; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). One possible
explanation for this is that students from lower income backgrounds typically have less
cultural capital and restricted access to social assets than those from higher income
backgrounds (McDonough, 1997). Because components of cultural capital are essential
for real consideration in the college admission process, low-income students are at a
disadvantage (Davies, Qiu, & Davies, 2014; McDonough, 1997; Perna & Titus, 2005).
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What harm results when less low-income students enroll in postsecondary
schools? While many societal problems are related, there are correlations involving the
level of education and problems within a society that should be examined. For example,
societies with significant numbers of high-poverty residents with no education beyond
high school suffer disproportionately from unemployment (Berry, 2013); high crime
(Hinton, 2016); inadequate housing (Wilson & Mast, 2014), family instability (Reza,
2016); poor mental health (Santiago et al, 2013); chronic illness (Templin, 2016); and
high mortality (Marcus, Echeverria, Holland, & Abraido-Lanza, 2016).
These problems are detrimental to individuals, families, neighborhoods, and the
wider community. Further, if left unabated, these trends result in intergenerational
transmission of poverty (Bird, 2007; Ham et al., 2014). For students who wish to gain a
bachelor's degree, failure to do so can result in missed opportunities throughout their
lives. While there are jobs that are growing for persons with just a high school diploma
(Occupational Outlook Handbook – Most Jobs, 2015) the median earnings for individuals
with a bachelor's degree correlate to $24,600 more when compared to people with just a
high school diploma (Ma, Pender, and Welch, 2016). Also, a high school diploma relates
to earning around 1.05 million dollars less than bachelor's degree holders in their lifetime
(US Census Bureau, 2011).
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Figure 3, which use Bureau of Labor Statistics data, illustrate median weekly
income differentials based on completion of high school compared to completion of
college between 2000 and 2015. As is seen, there is a demonstrated upward trend for
individuals with a bachelor’s degree and individuals with a high school diploma.
However, the median weekly earnings for persons with a bachelor’s degree are
almost double of those with just a high school diploma. While it is important to note that
education level and income is correlational, not causational, bachelor’s degree holders
have a better chance at living on the high end of the income ladder than students who
come from a similar upbringing with just a high school diploma (Ma, Pender, & Welch,
2016).
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Figure 3 Median Weekly Earnings by Education Levels. Author's calculations of Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Data Retrieval: Labor Force Statistics (CPS),
https://www.bls.gov/webapps/legacy/cpswktab5.htm
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Figure 4 Unemployment Rate - High School Graduates, No College, 25 yrs. &
Unemployment Rate - Bachelor's degree and higher, 25 yrs. & over. Author's
calculations of Bureau of Labor Statistics, Data Retrieval: Labor Force Statistics
(CPS), https://www.bls.gov/webapps/legacy/cpsatab4.htm

Figure 4, adapted from Bureau of Labor Statistics data, shows the unemployment
rates from 1992-2015, demonstrating those with a bachelor's degree or higher experience
less unemployment. Ma, Pender, & Welch (2016) also posits workers with college
degrees see reduced unemployment rates. Wolfe and Haveman (2003) in an exhaustive
search of the literature found several other benefits to a student continuing their education
including social unity, economic self-sufficiency, and reduced crime. Increasing college
graduates also complements state and federal tax revenues and reduced need for social
programs as those with a bachelor’s degree represented only three percent of those
households relying on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (Ma, Pender, &
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Welch, 2016). Likewise, community service programs benefit from those with higher
education as 39% of college graduates volunteered for organizations as compared to 16%
of high school graduates (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016).
Rationale
Recent studies suggest a link between a student’s cultural capital and their
likelihood of attending four-year colleges and universities (Enberg & Allen, 2011;
Merolla & Jackson, 2014). Moreover, students with higher levels of cultural capital, are
more likely to attend selective universities and be within higher income brackets (Astin &
Oseguera, 2004). As has been previously established, social stratification within college
admission for low-income students, while improving, is still a prevalent issue (Chetty et
al., 2017; Heller, 2013; Hoxby & Avery, 2012). Research has shown that a student’s level
of cultural capital correlates to his or her college access. (Davies, Qiu, and Davies, 2014;
McDonough, 1997; Perna, 2006; Perna & Titus, 2005) and research has established a
relationship between cultural capital and how well students fare in the arena of college
admission (Dumais & Ward, 2009; Enberg & Wolniak, 2010; McDonough, 1997;
Merolla and Jackson, 2014). However, there appears to be a gap in the literature in
understanding the relationship between measures of cultural capital on four-year college
enrollment considering variables measuring college admission knowledge, parental
admission guidance, willingness to apply for financial aid, and participation in cultural
activities.
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Procedures
Quantitative methodology was used for this study. To understand the relationship
between cultural capital (independent variables) and four-year college enrollment
(dependent variable), quantitative measures are appropriate when determining
correlations between variables (Creswell, 2014). Data will come from the High School
Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS:09), which is the latest in a series of longitudinal
surveys conducted by the Department of Education National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) to track student progression over several years. HSLS: 09 is a
nationally representative dataset, which surveyed ninth graders in 2009, then conducted
follow-up interviews in 2012 and 2013. Per NCES the data studied within the base year
can be generalized to the high school population of that year and data collected in followup surveys in 2012 and 2013 are available for use as outcome variables (High School
Longitudinal Study of 2009: 2013 Update and High School Transcript: Data File
Documentation, 2015). The statistical tools used to test the research questions will be
descriptive statistics and a logistic regression model.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
The proposed study seeks to understand the relationship between cultural capital
and college enrollment. The study contains the following research questions and related
hypotheses.
1:

What is the difference in admission knowledge between low, moderate, and
high-income students?
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Ho1:

There is no difference in admission knowledge between low, moderate, and
high-income levels.

2:

What is the difference in parental admission guidance between low, moderate,
and high-income students?

Ho2:

There is no difference in parental guidance on college admission between low,
moderate, and high-income students.

3:

How does cultural capital defined as arts participation, college admission and
financial aid knowledge, and students’ educational expectations relate to fouryear college enrollment when controlling for socioeconomic status?

Ho3:

There is no relationship between the cultural capital measures of students' arts
participation, parental arts participation, student admission knowledge, parental
guidance on college admission, and student educational expectations on fouryear college enrollment among social classes

4:

Of the cultural capital measurements above which has the strongest relationship
on four-year college enrollment among low-income students?

Ho4:

No measure of cultural capital has a strong relationship on four-year college
enrollment.
Theoretical Framework
Cultural capital will serve as the theoretical framework for this study. Initially

used to explain social stratification; the theory has vast implications for its use in
education (Winkle -Wagner, 2010). The term cultural capital, pioneered by Pierre
Bourdieu, reflects cultural knowledge that one naturally acquires that becomes a form of
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capital used in various social situations to gain an advantage (Swartz, 1997). Bourdieu
(1986) asserts this capital can be thought of in similar fashion to a game of cards where
the better cards one brings to the table the better chances one has at winning the game.
Within the world of college admission, the amount of cultural capital a student has can
significantly increase his or her odds of enrolling into the best college he or she is capable
of attending (McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014).
Cultural capital rests on the idea that social standing reproduces with each
generation (Bourdieu, 1984). Swartz (1997), researching the writings of Pierre Bourdieu,
describes social reproduction as an essential part of Bourdieu's thinking. Swartz (1997)
posits that cultural capital explains how hierarchal social systems persist through
generations.
Why does this work for this study? When looking at low-income students
through the lens of cultural capital, a picture emerges of why lower income students
continually enroll less often than their higher income colleagues. As Bourdieu (1986)
suggests, cultural capital is passed through an entrenched hierarchy and reinforces the
idea that things will not change. This stasis of repeated socioeconomic hierarchy within
college enrollment is at the core of the problem within this study. Low-income students
are routinely on the losing end of access to higher education (Bastedo & Jaquette, 2011;
Grodsky & Jackson, 2009; Louie, 2007). This theoretical framework is appropriate as it
serves to consider additional aspects outside economic capital on why there are
persistently lower levels of college enrollment by students from the lowest
socioeconomic tier (Wilbur & Roscigno, 2016).
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Significance of the Study
Previous studies measuring cultural capital have found a relationship between
measures of cultural capital and college enrollment (McDonough, 1997; Dumais & Ward,
2009: Enberg & Wolniak, 2011). However, the current gap in the literature lacks a more
concrete operationalization of cultural capital that measures students’ dispositions and
knowledge of the college admission process along with parental guidance on college
admission and how those measures relate to college enrollment within a model containing
other cultural capital measures, knowledge on financial aid, and socioeconomic status.
Previous studies have found a relationship between measures of cultural capital and
enrollment (Dumais & Ward, 2009: Engberg & Wolniak, 2011) but a more precise
definition of cultural capital representing additional specific parental activities and
actions that could be valuable to students within college admission along with accounting
for a student’s own knowledge of college admission and financial aid is needed. This
study contributes by examining which measures of cultural capital are related to students’
college admission by increasing the specificity of what capital could be valuable within
college admission to address the problem of why students from lower income
backgrounds enroll in college at a lower rate (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009;
Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Dillon & Smith, 2013). The contribution of this study will aid
researchers in further clarifying the operational definition of cultural capital and help
practitioners in their outreach to low-income students.
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Limitations and Delimitations
Like many studies regarding cultural capital, this study will only employ certain
measures of cultural capital. Because cultural capital has been defined rather broadly by
various researchers, the definitions of cultural capital may not encompass all previously
researched. Moreover, the survey data from HSLS: 09 contained missing data and
listwise deletion was used in research questions three and four. Furthermore, there is the
limitation of omitted variable bias wherein other variables not accounted for in this study
may affect the outcome variable of four-year college enrollment.
Definitions of Terms
Cultural capital will be understood using Winkle-Wagner’s (2010) definition,
which states the concept as "cultural resources that can act as capital" (p. 5). WinkleWagner (2010) defines resources as knowledge about culture, knowledge of educational
organizations, or awareness of fine music or art. An additional concept of this study will
be the operational definition of college access. While many articles within the literature
work to address the problem, defining college access is somewhat challenging. For this
research, the definition of access will mirror the Educational Glossary (n.d) definition,
which states that access is how educational institutions make sure that all groups have an
equal opportunity to higher education. Within the context of this study, the barriers
affecting students under review is that of a student's socioeconomic status. Research puts
forth that students from lower income backgrounds do not enroll in college at the same
levels as higher-income students (Heller, 2013). The definition of low income will be
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defined using the study's data set. Within the HSLS: 09 data there are quintile markers for
socioeconomic brackets. For this study, those individuals within the first income bracket
are considered low income. Socioeconomic status will be defined from the HSLS: 09
dataset from the composite variable X2SESQ5, which denotes socioeconomic status by
income, parental education, and parental occupation (High School Longitudinal Study of
2009 (HSLS: 09) Base Year to First Follow-Up Data File Documentation, 2014). Within
the dependent variable, the term 4-year college is a degree-granting institution in which
undergraduate students seek to earn a bachelor's degree and admitted from high school
(Merolla & Jackson, 2014). The definition of financial aid will be financial assistance
given to students in the form of grants, loans, or other types of support (NYSFAAA,
2017).
Summary
This study will examine the relationship between different cultural capital
variables and college enrollment to understand further why low-income students typically
do not enroll in college at the same level as higher-income students (Bowen, Chingos, &
McPherson, 2009; Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Chetty et al., 2017). The theoretical
framework used is cultural capital, which is cultural resources that used as capital within
various social fields (Winkle-Wagner, 2010). A logistic regression model and descriptive
statistics will be the statistical devices used to understand differences in admission
knowledge and parental admission guidance between income groups and which measures
of cultural capital have the strongest relationship to four-year college enrollment.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Income stratifies the landscape of college admission with students from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds enrolling in college at a lower level than students from
higher socioeconomic backgrounds (Astin & Oseguera, 2004; Chetty, Friedman, Saez,
Turner, & Yagan 2017; Giani, 2015; Griffith & Rothstein, 2009; Grodsky & Jackson,
2009). Carnevale and Strohl (2010) in Richard Kahlenberg's book Rewarding Strivers
posit that several individuals who are college ready and from low-income backgrounds
move on to college at lower levels than their higher income peers. Applying data from the
US Department of Education, Carnevale and Strohl (2010) finds that only 6% of those in
high academic standing within the top income brackets did not attend college as
compared to 31% of students within the lowest income bracket with the same academic
ability. Carnevale and Strohl's (2010) finding represents a twenty-five-percentage point
difference between those at the top and those at the bottom. Haveman and Wilson (2007)
found that both family income and wealth were important determinants of educational
attainment and success. Their research demonstrated that a single percentage point
increase in income raises the probability of college attendance by .55 percent. Huang,
Guo, Kim, and Sherraden (2010) found similar results and observing that income and
wealth during a child’s youth is important in their educational procurement as did Kim
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and Sherraden (2011) reporting that parental financial assets and home ownership were
significant in their students' educational completion. The gap in college enrollment for
low-income students leads to problems, which include reduced wages, few employment
opportunities, and reduced civic engagement (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016). Students
with only a high school diploma make less money than their peers with a college degree
(Advancing Diversity, 2016). For society, the costs are substantial as there is a strong
relationship between those individuals with less education needing more government
services, being less involved in the community, and contributing less tax revenue (Ma,
Pender, & Welch, 2016).
The explanation as to why low-income students enroll in college less often is a
complicated one, and many researchers have attempted to examine the problem using
different approaches. What follows is a review of the literature spanning key points that
give context to the issue of low-income student enrollment and how various researchers
have sought to uncover the key drivers of this problem. This chapter synthesizes the
current literature on college access, defined as students having equal ability to pursue
higher education regardless of family disposition or income (Social Issue Report, 2010)
and gives a broad understanding of the problem within the theoretical framework of
cultural capital. Because cultural capital has demonstrated influence on a variety of
educational outcomes including college enrollment (Merolla & Jackson, 2014), this lens
will aid in explaining the persistent shortfall of the low-income students arriving at
college.
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Theoretical Framework
Cultural capital theory is used in this study to explain the research problem.
Brammer (2002) gives an excellent example of how to understand cultural capital by
referencing F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel, The Great Gatsby. Brammer observes the main
character Gatsby was unable to penetrate the elite social circle of which he desired to be a
part. States Brammer, “Gatsby could not break into the social circle because he lacks the
essential codes or inherent knowledge and mannerisms that would allow his acceptance."
(p. 16). This example is in line with Winkle-Wagner (2010) who argues that cultural
capital is a set of skills that are necessary to navigate certain circles. Winkle-Wagner's
(2010) explanation of cultural capital will be considered one the primary definitions for
use in this study; the other will reference cultural capital as highbrow activities like those
in DiMaggio’s (1982) study.
Pierre Bourdieu pioneered the concept of cultural capital as part of his ideas on
social stratification (Greenfell, 2012). Per Hesmondhalgh (2006), Bourdieu's theory
demonstrates how a society's most admired cultural values connect to other fields such as
power and education. What makes cultural capital a useful sociological theory, per
Hesmondhalgh (2006), is that it serves as a connection point to explain why certain
groups continue to dominate the power structures within society. In a study among both
Danish and British citizens, Prieur and Savage (2011) demonstrate there exists cultural
capital distinctions among classes and within their research noticed enhanced distinctions
among classes related to cultural consumption, reading habits, and whether residents
adopted a local versus national perspective. On further defining cultural capital, Jaeger
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and Breen (2016) state that "…at the most general level it refers to the familiarity with
the dominant culture within society" (p. 1083). Within education, Jaeger and Breen
(2016) remark that cultural capital works like a reward system. Students from the higher
levels of society possess more cultural capital and gain reward for possession of this
capital with educational credentials, which in turn reinforces the existing social structure.
Cultural capital connects to two other of Bourdieu's ideas related to the perpetual
social stratification, which is field and habitus. Habitus is an individual's disposition
based on his or her surroundings (Maton, 2012). The field is the place where individuals
compete using their various levels of capital; using the metaphor of a soccer pitch – field
comprises of different people in different positions with varying levels of skill in
competition with one another (Thomson, 2012). The central way to think about
Bourdieu's ideas on cultural capital is that habitus times capital plus field equals practice
(Bourdieu, 1984). Maton (2012) states this equation is essential to understanding how
each of the concepts connects to and influences one another.
Andersen and Hansen (2012) note there is a long-standing discussion among
scholars related to the definition of cultural capital which falls in either a broad or narrow
interpretation. Pierre's Bourdieu's idea of cultural capital does not have one specific
definition and therefore has been subject to many interpretations within the research
community (Moore, 2012).
Lareau and Weininger (2003) make a critical assertion in the body of research
dedicated to cultural capital that a good amount of the research done on the subject holds
an important distinction - cultural capital is defined as "…prestigious and “highbrow”
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aesthetic pursuits" (p. 575), and is separate from ability or raw technical skills. Lareau
and Weininger (2003) observe the highbrow interpretation to be the dominant one within
the literature. However, a point to note is the definition is ever changing and still
amorphous with the consensus far from settled. Because of this, there are multiple
interpretations used in an ever-evolving understanding of how cultural capital affects
society and educational research. Lareau and Weininger (2003) discussion on Bourdieu's
(1986) article Forms of Capital note that the refined version of cultural capital came to
mean specific knowledge in an area that is unequal among all members of society and
thus will lead to certain advantages.
For this study, there will be two broad ideas that will encompass cultural capital.
The first will be the traditional concept put forth by DiMaggio (1982) which
characterizes cultural capital as highbrow activities, and the other will be a more
generalized knowledge base that follows the definition of Lareau and Weininger (2003)
and Winkle-Wagner (2010). The purpose of choosing these definitions is to understand
the relationships between a more traditional view of the concept, highbrow activities and
one that denotes knowledge within college admission but reflects the broader knowledge
of the prevailing culture.
Cultural Capital and Social Stratification Theories
In studying cultural capital, it is necessary to understand its connection to other
theories on social stratification. Cultural capital draws upon earlier works including Karl
Marx, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber (Winkle-Wagner, 2010; Greenfell, 2012;
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Swartz, 1997). Kerbo (2006) defines social stratification as a system that orders groups of
people and asserts that the works of Karl Mark, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber form a
"triple legacy" (p.1) used to explain class distinctions. The works of Karl Marx, Simon
(2016) states, highlights the conflict between workers and owners of capital within a
capitalist framework which forms the centerpiece of conflict within a society. Durkheim,
per Kerbo (2006), explained inequalities through the function of individuals' jobs and that
those with talents should move to where those skills best fit. Max Weber's outlook
expanded Marx's ideas by stating that class divisions were a function of economics along
with prestige and political power (Kerbo, 2006).
Throughout his work, Bourdieu both brought together and separated himself from
the tenants of Marx, Durkheim, and Weber (Swartz, 1997). From Marx, Bourdieu sought
not to compartmentalize the differences between the social and economic worlds that
Marx delineated, but instead to see them as connected (Swartz, 1997). Swartz (1997)
states that Weber's thoughts on religion helped Bourdieu form the basis for his ideas of
cultural and religious capital while Durkheim's ideas on symbolism and the hallowed
shaped Bourdieu's thinking on the power of revered objects regarding culture and art.
Social Class Versus Social Space
Bourdieu (1987) in questioning the origins of social class ponders if classes are
just a paradigm of science or do indeed occur. Bourdieu (1987) observes that social
classes are simply scientific differences arbitrarily composed and that attempts to find
specific class markers in the real world are unsuccessful. He also states that those who
create distinct class lines rely on the premise that the only reality, in this case, the reality
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of one's class, comes through intuitions gained from one's ordinary experiences
(Bourdieu, 1987). Bourdieu (1987) counters the idea of the class with the idea of "social
space" (p.3), which is central to cultural capital. Within the social realm there occur
various forms of capital that Bourdieu (1987) describes as "…aces in the game of cards"
(p. 4), and the makeup of this space is contingent upon the amount of capital (or cards)
everyone has in that space. The accumulation of this capital within a space denotes the
amount of influence once has within that space (Thomson, 2012).
Using this study's problem, students from all income levels inhabit the same space
or field of college admission. Each student brings with them varying degrees of capital to
the table and will use that to his or her advantage. Moreover, Bourdieu (1987) states
those within an individual space understand his or her place in society and often
unconsciously limit themselves. Drawing again upon this study's problem, low-income
students live with an understanding of what they believe to be their place and thus forgo
opportunities based upon where they see themselves and therefore perpetuating the
inequalities within higher education (Bloom, 2007; McDonough, 1997).
Distance from Necessity
The ideas of cultural capital are rooted in Bourdieu’s (1984) ideas on artistic
expression and distance from necessity. Bourdieu (1984) observes the various ways
different people react towards creative forms of expression is a result of their cultural
capital. That is the differences between the classes are very succinct regarding their
distance from necessity (Crossley, 2012). One example Bourdieu (1984) uses is
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photography. Statements by Bourdieu's (1984) research subjects shows that photography
taken solely for the enjoyment of taking a photo or exploring the realm of photography
reflects in the eyes of the working class a "waste of film" (p. 41). That is not to say
working class individuals believe the photos are not beautiful, but many of those same
people see the photos as not being for them. People within sociologically dominated
positions, per Bourdieu (1984), will lend credence to the idea that a bourgeois photo is
beautiful, but they do not value it.
Bourdieu (1984) maintains that the reason for this opinion expressed by working
class individuals on art is a critical function in understanding cultural capital. That is
working class people expect an image or form of art to satisfy a function, and those
individuals will judge a work of art based on its function. Bourdieu (1984) found in his
research comments such as "I don't understand what it means" (p. 43) when the workingclass individuals would view various abstract photos. Simply put, these images do not
fulfill a necessity within these individuals’ lives and therefore are not valued (Bourdieu,
1984).
Another example Bourdieu (1984) found was within the realm of film wherein an
individual's knowledge of film directors more closely links to cultural capital than just
attending the cinema. This example of film speaks to the nature of cultural capital and
how it works. Bourdieu (1984) found that as education increased so too did knowledge of
directors. Thus, as Bourdieu (1984) explained, simply going to the cinema did not explain
why individual knew or did not know the names of famous directors. It was that
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knowledge of these directors represented a type of capital that is more valuable for those
within a certain class than others (Bourdieu, 1984). The examples of artwork, cinema,
and photography bring up an important concept in understanding Bourdieu's (1984)
work, which is the idea of distance from necessity. To understand a work, separate from
its content, as Bourdieu (1984) explains, requires additional cultural capital. This capital
is transferred from both school and an individual's habitus when the individual is not
within the sphere of economic necessity (Grenfell, 2012). Stated another way, an
individual consumed with basic existence and survival will not have the time to or capital
to appreciate a piece of art or other cultural aspects of life as the realities of economic
subsistence are paramount (Crossley, 2012). If you are always hungry or worried about
heating your home, a Rembrandt or Picasso will have little meaning in your life.
Bourdieu (1984) describes the opposite of this as a "…distance from practical urgency"
(p. 54). Bourdieu (1984) asserts that the ability to gain capital for cultural appreciation
exists only in a sphere where one is free from economic limitations and where one can
engage in actives that hone and refine one's level of cultural capital.
What are the benefits of enhanced cultural capital? For those individuals who
have collected a large amount of cultural capital can, in turn, occupy a vaunted place in
society becoming those with a valued knowledge that is rare, and it is that scarcity which
makes their capital more valuable (Bourdieu, 1984). For example, those individuals with
extensive experience within the art world who are familiar with many different forms of
cultural expertise are in turn valued for that expertise and sought after within social
circles. The same goes for educational credentials, with higher education degrees which
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convey a scarce accumulation of types of knowledge valued by society (Bourdieu, 1984).
Accumulation of cultural capital is achieved through transmission within the family and
begins almost immediately (Bourdieu, 1984). Simply put, the more time a child has free
and free from the burdens of necessity, the more cultural capital accumulation he or she
can incur.
Habitus
Habitus is the notion that a person's habits and their living space are in effect what
impact that person's life (Maton, 2012; Swartz, 1997). Bourdieu’s (1977) definition of
this speaks of habitus as an environment that produces "…systems of durable,
transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring
structures…" (p. 72). “Structured structures and structuring structures” (p.72) are one of
the more indelible marks of Bourdieu's (1977) work and represent a truly unique concept.
Bourdieu's (1977) point within this strange mix of words is to say that the daily structures
in which individuals lives not only affects them but in turn, that person influences those
structures (Maton, 2012). As people take in various parts of their environment, it shapes
who they are, and their reaction to this environment, in turn, forms the structures
producing a continuous loop where each part feeds the other (Maton, 2012; Swartz,
1997).
Bourdieu’s (1977) thinking on habitus began with his anthropological work in
Algeria when witnessing the indigenous tribes of the area and their customs related to
marriage. In Bourdieu’s (1977) work, he noticed that the living spaces and domicile of
both the men and women of the tribes created a structure that reinforced existing social
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lines. Bourdieu (1977) noted the relationship between one's body and space where that
person lived. He found that the house or structure wherein his research subjects lived
became the primary driver for reinforcing what Bourdieu (1977) described as the
"…arbitrary provisions of the culture." (p. 89). This distinction lies at the heart of
understanding the relationships of the habitus. For example, Bourdieu (1977) notes that
the place in which both men and women lived mimicked their active roles within society.
The inside of the house with its propensity towards darkness highlighted the muted role
women had within the society whereas men's habitus reflected the outside and the light
(Bourdieu, 1977). This subtle subjugation of roles as reinforced by the habits revealed the
idea of symbolic violence (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990). For women, the structures in
which they lived structured their lives and in turn subjugated them within certain roles
within the society studied (Bourdieu, 1977).
Understanding the concept of habitus Webb, Schirato and Danaher (2002) state
the impact of a culture's history and values stay with an individual over time. As people
meet with various fields, they inhabit the habitus of those fields (Maton, 2012; Webb et
al., 2002). Habitus, however, is not irreversible (Maton, 2012). There is always the
potential for modification of either the habitus or individuals within the habitus as it
continually fluid paradigm that is subject to change (Webb et al., 2002). However, as
Bourdieu (1977) contends habitus is compelling, in that the decisions that individuals
make are very often guided or in fact already decided by their habitus.
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How does habitus influence class and social reproduction? Bourdieu (1977) states
the structures reproduce themselves within an individual's mind, which becomes their
dispositions. Bourdieu (1977) observes that all members of a social class will not
necessarily have the same experiences, but all persons within a social class will have face
similar situations and experiences of those within the same social class. This distinction is
important within the overall context of the theory's use within this study. Structures that
perpetuate within the lives of say students from low-income backgrounds are similarly
shared and therefore produce a similar structure within social groups. As noted by Bloom
(2007) students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds have similar thoughts and
opinions on the college selection process wherein they believe college is not for them or
not affordable and that is often to their detriment.
Field
How does the actual exchange of capital play out within society? Cultural capital
works in a similar fashion to other forms of capital (Bennett & Silva, 2011). Thomson
(2012) likens field to a football game where players with various forms of capital
compete on a field of play. The field Thomson (2012) states is a scenario where everyone
must use his or her reserve of capital to increase their position. Webb, Schirato, and
Danaher (2002) continue the example from sports showing an example of cultural capital
used in place of economic capital. In the world of professional soccer, Webb et al. (2002)
states "The only capital that a soccer player could legitimately refer to was inalienable
cultural capital such as international honor, longevity, skill, loyalty to a team or town,
toughness, sense of fair play" (p. 28). This sports example demonstrates how cultural
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capital and field intersect. The primary cultural capital currency an athlete has is their
love of the game and their willingness to play it under the belief they love it so much they
would do it for free. If an athlete were to say he or she is doing it for the money, this
admission destroys the illusion and therefore destroys something sacred (Webb, et. al.,
2002). Individuals look up to sports heroes because they play for the love of the game,
but this is a subterfuge to what is happening - an economic transaction and what
Bourdieu (1977) refers to as a misrecognition. For an athlete to break the spell, risks that
individual trading a deep reserve of cultural capital built up with fans and the community,
which in turn will cost him economic capital (Webb, et. al, 2002).
The underlying process to the how cultural capital works comes through
Bourdieu's (1977) concept of misrecognition. For the transfer of cultural capital to occur
within a field, misrecognition of the transaction must occur. Misrecognition allows the
illusion of an exchange supposedly free of economic capital among the members of the
trade thus keeping the revered nature of the activity intact (Bourdieu, 1977). As with
sports, the actual character of the game is one form of payment in exchange for another.
Players receive payment because they provide entertainment for the fans. Bourdieu
(1977) portends that an economic transaction is carried out to all goods both tangible and
intangible. Things of value in the social realm such as smiles and handshakes to
information on science allow the exchange of symbolic capital into real capital, which in
turn makes the accumulation of cultural capital so valuable to individuals. If one
accumulates the necessary amount of cultural capital, it becomes a tangible asset
(Bourdieu, 1977).
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Following this logic, what power one has in a field comes from the amount of
capital he or she has within that field. Furthermore, the amount of cultural capital one has
dictates how that individual sees their environment. Bourdieu (1986) states that those
with lower capital often adopt a fatalistic approach to their life and end up accepting their
dominated status with little confrontation. Bourdieu (1986) said those individuals
believed nothing will change. Webb et al. (2002) state that people may, in fact, try to
move up within a field say by improving their educational credentials. However, as Webb
et al. (2002) observe, the habitus of the person will, in fact, keep him or her from
succeeding in obtaining educational credentials by signaling their unsuitability for higher
education.
Social Reproduction in Education
Many of the foundations of Pierre Bourdieu's thinking on social reproduction and
cultural capital came from what he observed within the education system (Bourdieu &
Passeron, 1990). The concept which Bourdieu used to explain how the educational
system reproduces social inequalities was the idea of symbolic violence. Schubert (2012)
describes symbolic violence as violence that perpetuates the social order without physical
power. Within the school system, Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) emphasizes that
“pedagogic action” (p.3), which is education in the overall sense, is a form of symbolic
violence as it perpetuates an subjective system on students. This system is subjective
because it comes not from any principal known universally (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990),
but what society deems as valuable and distinctive and therefore those charged with
educating students will promote this thinking (Schubert, 2012). Bourdieu and Passeron
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(1990) states this type of pedagogy acts a form of symbolic violence by solidifying
existing social structures within the education system. What this pedagogy produces is a
system where individuals accept that things as is and believe they are powerless to
change them (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1990). Objective truth as Bourdieu and Passeron
(1990) state is the truth concealed within misrecognition that the education system seeks
to reinforce. The objective reality being that pedagogy put forth by education
professionals teaches ideas based on arbitrary concepts and the process in which this
occurs masks that truth that thoughts pushed forth in school solidify the existing social
structure (Schubert, 2012). The misrecognition of this power structure among those
involved obscures not only the truth of the structure but also the pedagogy which
reinforces the arbitrary system (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).
How does symbolic violence play out within an educational system? Bourdieu
and Passeron (1990) cite an interesting example within American based classrooms.
Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) make a note of how affection used by teachers on their
pupils manifests itself with teachers bestowing praise and affirmation on students. Being
admired of course feels good to the student, and therefore students fear the loss of this
feeling which then becomes a tool of the teacher to reinforce the values of the school.
This tactic, argues Bourdieu and Passeron (1990), is an instrument of repression. While
the overall exchange may seem subtle, it serves as an example of how the subjective is
reinforced through symbolic violence (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).
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This concept underscores the idea that certain pedagogic practices must be
sustainable beyond just the confines of when a student is in school (Schubert, 2012).
Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) describe this process as an inculcation wherein the student
internalizes the subjective system within their lives and thus in their own habitus. This
inculcation is meant to sustain the arbitrary system long after pedagogy has ceased and
thus becomes internal to an individual (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1992). This concept
demonstrates the overall power of symbolic violence as the pedagogic work of
reinforcing a subjective system within each student. The result Bourdieu and Passeron
(1992) argue is individuals living their lives with the illusions of freedom.
With this context in mind, the question turns to transmission. When referring to
academic capital, Bourdieu (1984) states that the transfer of this capital comes from not
just one sole source, but from both the family and the school. This caveat is important as
it encompasses the true nature of how capital moves from one individual to the next. It is
also important as it relates the importance of a person's home life combined with their
school experience. The school experience, states Bourdieu (1984), produces a remarkable
effect on students by placing individual labels on students, which in turn puts those
students in a social class. Bourdieu (1984) states that students with educational capital
that is not certified or held in high regard will continually have to prove themselves in an
arena where educational credentials with more cultural capital are held in higher regard.
Furthermore, Bourdieu (1984) states that an individual having attained certain
academic qualifications, while on the surface showing those requirements as specific
skills such as say architecture, connote a possession of capital extending beyond the
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degree and maintaining that this individual possesses. Put more simply, an individual
with a degree from Harvard will be expected to have a cultural knowledge that extends
beyond just his or her degree versus a person attending the local community college.
Bourdieu (1984) posits that academic classifications do indeed produces real divisions in
society and described as "…producing behaviors that are intended to bring real being into
line with official being." (p. 25). This cultural distinction plays out in life with actual
economic consequences as those with a higher valued degree are sought after for all sorts
of questions whereas those with lesser degrees are not.
Cultural Capital as a Lens for Educational Research
One of the first studies done quantifying variables within the cultural capital
framework and testing them on educational outcomes was Paul DiMaggio (1982). Within
his initial study, DiMaggio (1982) wanted to understand the relationships between
cultural capital and success within schools. The hypothesis of this study was that
measures of cultural capital affect high school grades. DiMaggio (1982), following
Bourdieu's work, defined cultural capital on five different variables: "symphony
attendance, performing, arts attendance, reading of literature, and a cultivated self-image"
(p. 193). DiMaggio's results showed that measures of cultural capital did impact grades
and in non-technical subjects, the effect primarily mediated ability. Dumais (2002) when
considering additional variables such as a student's habitus and ability found cultural
capital to have a more muted relationship on student grades.
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Gaddis (2012) began to look at the connection between a student's habitus and
cultural capital and how those affected a student's GPA. From records gained from the
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America, Gaddis (2012) observed that students' cultural
capital did have a positive effect on the student's GPA. However, once habitus, as
measured by a student's belief that he or she can succeed and that education is valuable,
was incorporated into Gaddis's (2012) model, habitus mediated any effect of cultural
capital. While other researchers have found cultural capital to impact GPA, it is important
to demonstrate Gaddis's (2012) work as deepening the understanding of how cultural
capital and habitus are connected.
Lareau and Weininger (2003) dive into that discussion in reviewing Bourdieu's
writing on the subject. Based on their interpretation of Bourdieu's work Lareau and
Weininger (2003) observe nothing with Bourdieu's writings to suggest that an
individual’s cultural capital is separate from their practical skills. In fact, Lareau and
Weininger (2003) argue both skills and cultural capital, per Bourdieu, are inseparably
linked. Lareau and Weininger’s (2003) interpretation of the writings suggests that
evaluation of someone's technical skills is in no small part a function of the status that
person. Simply put, looking at two computer programmers, one educated at Yale the
other at a small technical college the Yale graduate will look and seem more competent
by where they received their degree versus actual technical skill.
Jager's (2010) work comes to a more causal explanation of whether cultural
capital impacts educational success providing further explanation into its effects. Jaeger
(2010) researched longitudinal data and found that overall cultural capital does matter
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within educational success. However, Jaeger’s (2010) data showed the impact was not as
high as previously thought and that various elements of cultural capital will be different
depending upon a person's socioeconomic bracket. This research points however to the
continued use of cultural capital as a theory to support social reproduction and cultural
capital’s impact on educational outcomes (Jaeger, 2010).
Critiques of Cultural Capital
Although there is much use of cultural capital as a theoretical framework for
research, it is not without significant debate and discussion among scholars (Jaeger &
Breen, 2016; Sablan & Tierney, 2014). Bourdieu's overall conception of social
reproduction has produced multiple interpretations in part because the concept is
somewhat amorphous and Bourdieu's prose is often difficult to understand. Therefore,
many researchers have taken issue with one or more of the concepts put forth in the
theory.
A principle criticism is that external variables play a larger role in educational and
social inequality. Barone (2006) in a survey among many countries testing cultural
capital as an explanation for disparities in educational outcomes found that while
Bourdieu's theory existed within many different countries, there could also be other
factors contributing to inequality. Barone (2006) suggests that an individual's expectation
for their future along with monetary resources contribute to one's outcomes.
This line of thinking bears out in other research findings as well. Goldthorpe
(2007) questions the underpinnings of cultural capital and Bourdieu's theory of social
reproduction - the idea that cultural capital, habitus, and field joins the concept of social
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standing replicated within society (Bourdieu, 1984; Bourdieu, 1992). Goldthorpe, citing
various empirical studies, suggests that social attainment is not static as Bourdieu
suggests; that is individuals are constantly improving their social standing. Furthermore,
Goldthorpe (2007) insists that the advancement of higher education for lower income
students shown over time demonstrates that class distinctions can and will shift for some
individuals. Interpretation of Bourdieu's (1986) original explanation of cultural capital
has come under critique of researchers as well.
In a widely-cited paper, Lareau and Weininger (2003) discuss the history of
cultural capital research noting DiMaggio's (1982) influence on subsequent research and
the prevailing interpretation of cultural capital measured as "highbrow" (p. 597) activities
and that cultural capital is independent of specialized skills. Lareau and Weininger’s
(2003) assertion is the perception of cultural capital should be expanded to encompass
how individuals use specific skills within institutional formats.
Lareau and Weininger (2003) derive this idea from research in which they
demonstrated that families within the lower socioeconomic strata did not employ tactics
used by middle-class families to promote their children's education. In one example, the
authors observed teacher-parent conferences wherein middle-class families were more
aggressive with the teachers on their student's progress whereas lower income families
were more passive with school personnel. Moreover, Lareau and Weininger (2003)
observed middle-class families rehearsed with their children how to facilitate interaction
with those in authority so they would be more prepared when the student had to complete
a similar task.
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Tastes and technology have changed how one should consider this concept as
well. Gripsrud, Hovden, and Moe (2011) studied cultural tastes within Norway over the
course of a ten-year period and found a changing view of elite culture. Within their
research the Gripsrud et.al (2011) noted a general decline in preferences for high culture
materials such as art and classical music, but that students still had reverence for those
forms of culture even if they were not as knowledgeable about it.
Epistemological Stance
For this study, the epistemological position is objectivist with a positivist
theoretical perspective. However, given the theoretical framework of this study will use
cultural capital theory, the choice of this epistemology requires some additional
explanation. An excellent analysis of the challenges in Bourdieu's epistemological
definitions is by Swartz (1997) who gives lays out the shifting nature of establishing an
epistemological framework using cultural capital. Swartz reports that Bourdieu drew
upon the work of Bachelard (1994) of whom anchored many of the ideas held within
Bourdieu's sociology. Within one of his seminal works, Bachelard (1994) lays out the
distinctions that occur within thinking by examining space within our lives. Each space
contains very distinct essences that are emblematic of how someone feels within that
space such as the distinctions between the attic and the cellar. This example highlights
the Bachelard thinking to illuminate how Bourdieu began to cross the
subjectivist/objectivist divide (Swartz, 1997). Swartz (1997) notes that Blanchard's dive
into the realm of physics and how advances in that discipline forced a reshaping of
philosophy as advances within physics broke both the traditions of idealism and
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empiricism. Swartz (1997) states that Bachelard began to push a more reflexive view of
sociology, which of course set the stage for Bourdieu and Wacquant’s (1992) work on An
Invitation to Reflexive Sociology. Swartz (1997) observes that within both Blanchard and
subsequently Bourdieu's work each stressed the need for an ever-self-correcting
mechanism that always questioned both theory and the research process itself. Swartz
(1997) describes Bourdieu's thinking on this as an "epistemological monitoring" (p. 35)
that spans any research project. This attention is seen in his thinking on both habitus and
field straddle the divide between objectivist and subjectivist thinking by incorporating
both within observance of natural phenomena (Swartz, 1997).
Finances and Financial Aid
Given the problem of low-income student enrollment, it is necessary to review
literature that looks at the many angles of this issue. Although this study seeks to
understand cultural capital better as it relates to college enrollment, financial
considerations are an essential mix in understanding why low-income students enroll in
college less often than higher income students. The stratification of higher education and
incomplete access to college enrollment by low-income students has a complicated
history with a varied policy landscape transpiring over the last sixty years. What follows
is an examination of that policy landscape and a historical review of how students have
financed their college degrees starting from the enacting of the Higher Education Act of
1964. This section will also look to emphasize research into financial barriers lowincome students face and how these obstacles connect to a student's cultural capital.
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Higher Education Act and Pell Grants
Over the course of the last sixty years, the United States government has made
substantial inroads in helping low-income students attend college. The Higher Education
Act of 1964 established many of the programs that students and families have come to
rely upon today including federal loans and grants (Fuller, 2014). However, the landscape
of how students pay for college has changed since the inception of that law and through
multiple administrations and political changes have produced a system that has placed
much of the burden of college funding on families (Kahlenberg, 2010). As will be shown,
this creates conditions wherein students must rely more heavily on their financial and
cultural capital to navigate college enrollment (Dynarski, 2007).
It would be difficult to discuss low-income student enrollment without coverage
of the policies that have been enacted to help students from all walks of life to attain
higher education. The cornerstone of this is the Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1964.
The HEA created a permanent shift in thinking that put education as a top priority of the
government and political leaders (Fuller, 2014). Promoted by President Lyndon Johnson,
the Act sought to increase access to higher education among all citizens (Capt, 2013).
Title IV of the Act relates to financial aid and covers many public areas such as grants
and loans (Johnson, 2014). In the last sixty years, the HEA has come up for
reauthorizations numerous times. It is agreed upon that the reauthorization that occurred
in 1972 solidified the financial aid structure the country has today (Fuller, 2014).
Another important area is the Pell Grant program. This funding was established to
provide college funding to low-income students that did not require repayment (Fuller,
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2014; TG Research, 2005). The formula for awarding Pell can be quite involved
(Rethinking Pell Grants, 2013). Determination of Pell Grant recipients consists of an
examination of a student’s Estimated Family Contribution (EFC) which consist of
different measures to understand a student’s ability to pay (Baum, 2015). Most students
receiving Pell Grants have family incomes from <$15,000 up to $50,000 (Baum, 2015).
Although Pell does help students with college access, it is but one part of the overall
financial aid picture. For most students, Pell is one piece. Many students also need
additional state grants, scholarships, and loans to make college affordable. This financial
necessity is an important distinction to convey on the issue of Pell Grants as they are
often highlighted as the most popular aid package for students, but do not necessarily
cover all costs needed for students (Dynarski & Widerspan, 2012).
Neoliberal Reforms
An important shift occurred within the early 1980's that would have a substantial
impact on the role of government within higher education. This change manifested in the
form of a stronger conservative influence within education that led to modifications in
both thinking and educational policy. The political ideologies that produced many of the
reforms that took place starting in 1980 were the result of neoliberalism (St. John, DaunBarnett, & Moronski-Chapman, 2013). Defined by Harvey (2005) neoliberalism places
an individual's right above that of the collective good. Neoliberal reforms have situated
on the individual and that the individual is responsible for his or own education. Also,
neoliberalism focuses on market solutions in every aspect of life (Harvey, 2005).
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In 1983, a document entitled “A Nation at Risk” (ANAR) was published by the
Department of Education arguing the United States was falling behind in metrics that
measured educational success and that change was needed. St. John, et al. (2013)
described ANAR as part of the larger political agenda of the Reagan administration that
put forth the idea that government programs were overextended and needed reining in. St.
John, et al. (2013) observes that ANAR solidified the philosophy of shifting high schools
from vessels serving local entities to a system that nationally prepared students for
college. This philosophy put emphasizes on outcomes such as test scores (St. John, et al.,
2013).
This shift saw teaching and funding for education through the lens of a more
merit-based system with more interest on individual responsibility for financing one's
college education (St. John, et al., 2013). Furthermore, there arose suspicion on the costs
of college and why costs were on the increase. One example from Fuller (2014) of how
this played out from a policy perspective was the “Bennet Hypothesis” (p. 55) named
after Secretary of Education William Bennett. His hypothesis stated that college and
universities were, in fact, raising tuition to take advantage of government resources
(Fuller, 2014). Some evidence has found the Bennett Hypothesis to be valid when
examining for-profit institutions that are Title IV eligible showing an increase in tuition
and fees related to the aid available to those organizations through the government
(Cellini and Golden, 2012).
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Around the same time this reliance on market ideology led to stronger emphasis
on loans as the primary vehicle for funding higher education with reduced federal support
for need-based initiatives (St. John, et al., 2013). The push for loans has an impact on
low-income students as they regularly have less information about the college loan
system and have significantly more fears on taking on debt (Xue & Chao, 2015).
Many forces played upon student enrollment, but the influence of these changes
since the 1980's provides a lens through which to view the current landscape – students
individually responsible for their college success and dependent upon both their financial
capital and their cultural capital (Harvey, 2005; St. John, et al., 2013). The point in
elaborating this history is to underscore that while there is aid available the burden of
getting to and paying for college rests mostly on the shoulders of the student and his or
her parents (St. John, et al., 2013). As will be seen in the next sections, when looking to
apply to college and for financial aid, there are specific challenges low-income students
face that present barriers to their enrollment.
Economic Challenges for Low-Income Students
A preliminary question to consider when discussing financial aid is, does it
benefits student enrollment and persistence? In short, it does (Dynarski, 2007). In one
study, financial aid was found to incent about a quarter of the students who would
otherwise not intend to enroll (Dynarksi, 2003). Castleman and Long (2011) found
similar results showing that a thousand-dollar increase in grant aid had an enrollment
impact of two and a half percent. There are however various clarifications on when and
where aid is useful. A study by Alon (2011) found that need-based grants
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disproportionally benefit low-income students in comparison to their higher income
peers. Alon's (2011) study effectively concluded that need-based grants are wasted on
more affluent students and that a redistribution of the money would sufficiently help
many low-income students persist in attaining their degree. Selective institutions are
affordable for low-income students; however, the overall wealth of an organization plays
a factor in how generous their aid packages can be (Hill, Winston, & Boyd, 2005).
Hoxby and Avery (2012) found that for many low-income students it was more
advantageous to attend a more selective college as the financial aid packages proved
better than those they would have received from less selective institutions and Long
(2003) found that price affects the type of college low-income students choose to attend.
Regarding the actual choice that students make, Avery and Hoxby (2003) found that
students do respond to differences in financial aid packages, but found that families often
lack the sophistication to deal with the complexity of financial aid offers and often make
errors that are costly.
This lack of sophistication poses problems for low-income students; many of
which perceive college costs as out of reach (Douglass & Thomson, 2012; Lasilla, 2011).
The perception of cost and the benefits of higher education vary widely by family income
with low-income families suffering the most (Baum, Minton, & Blatt, 2015). Many lowincome students fail to understand the true overall costs of college and how it can benefit
their lives (Xue & Chao, 2015). Bloom (2007) followed a group of low-income students
for several years and observed that many in lowest income bracket have a far different
perception of what it costs to attend college and how it could or would benefit them in the
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future. Also, Bloom (2007) found that students from lower income background
considered college risky, as they were not sure about finding a job after graduation.
Bloom (2007) notes the information discrepancy between low and middle-income
students as well stating that middle-income students live in a world where college and
college going is all around them whereas poor students lack the cultural and social capital
to that comes with this type of upbringing.
Moreover, many low-income students who are accepted college choose not to
apply for financial aid. This phenomenon is unique, as it seems to be irrational behavior.
This point is not to say that students who make these decisions are deficient regarding
intelligence, in fact, many of these students can succeed, but the problem lies in their
decisions and mindset (Destin & Osyerman, 2009). Financial aid is complicated, and
many students from lower income backgrounds do not fill out the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) (Rethinking Pell Grants, 2013). The FAFSA is still an
incredibly complex instrument with the volume of questions and complexity rivaling that
of many tax forms and is often an obstruction to college enrollment (Dynarski &
Widerspan, 2012).
Tierney and Vengas (2009) in a study of several different state aid and grant
programs found that for many students who were qualified for aid did not take advantage.
One observation from this research Tierney and Vengas (2009) mused was that
researchers often put financial aid decisions within a rational choice framework and fail
to acknowledge the cultural aspects of students’ lives and how that factors into their
decision on whether to apply for aid noting that students often lack the cultural capital to
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understand the complexities of applying for aid and therefore operate in a manner that
leads to irrational decisions. Tierney and Vargas (2009) suggest that researchers and
practitioners consider the cultural aspects of students’ lives in research and policy
towards low-income students. Lopez (2013) echoed similar concerns in studying lowincome students in California and how more outreach was needed to make sure students
uncover and collect the aid they are eligible to receive.
It is safe to say that the process of applying for financial aid is complicated for
even the most adept of families (Scott-Clayton, 2015). For students from low-income
backgrounds, the process can prove even more daunting, and many low-income students
make financial decisions that do not benefit themselves in the long term (Soria, Weiner,
Lu, 2014). De La Rosa (2006) mining data from the College Access and Financial Aid
Survey reports that low-income students have misconceptions about financial aid and the
process, affirming Bloom's (2007) findings. Moreover, De La Rosa (2006) found that
parents' educational background was an indicator of financial aid information
comprehension. What was telling in De La Rosa’s (2006) study was the finding that
lower income students would not necessarily involve their parents with the results
indicating they would work on their own. This solidarity is important as it demonstrates
that for many low-income students the burden financial aid complexity is borne by the
students alone (De La Rosa, 2006).
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As stated earlier, Tierney and Venegas (2009) make it clear that many students
are qualified for assistance but just don't apply for it. Their assertion in review of various
studies was that for students have a complex set of choices and rationales that are not
always congruent and don't always maximize the opportunities each student has (Tierney
& Vengas, 2009).
Financial Aid Information Assistance
Everything is not lost however in the pursuit of helping low-income students.
Bettinger, Long, Oreopolous, and Sanbonmatsu (2013) in a large-scale experiment
involving the tax provider HR Block found that when tax preparers helped low-income
families apply with the forms families were more likely to submit the forms and their
students enroll in college. However, Rubin (2011) observed that Pell eligibility did not
necessarily increase college enrollment speculating that awards may be too small and
reiterating earlier referenced research demonstrating the complexities of applying for
financial aid. Both studies reveal what Scott-Clayton (2015) concluded that when it
comes to financial aid students need enhanced assistance, not just additional information.
Colleges for their part have sought to address some of the issues with low-income
enrollment with various programs and initiatives. One area that many schools have tried
to change is making standardized tests (SAT & ACT) optional within their admission
requirements. Belasco, Rosinger, and Hearn (2014) sought to examine whether colleges
and universities that have adopted test-optional have seen a rise in low-income students
and observed over a twenty-year period using a difference in differences model that in
fact, a test optional planning had done little if anything to improve low-income
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enrollment within the institutions they study. Belasco et al. (2014) conclusions were that
for many of these schools going test-optional increases their selectivity and status without
little help to those students the policy was meant to serve.
In addition to college assistance, there is the question of what more could be done
to educate students on what financial aid options are available for them. In a detailed
study on notification of Pell Grant award possibilities, Kelchen and Goldrick-Rab (2015)
ran a simulation to test the feasibility of notifying low-income students of Pell Grant
award commitment in the eighth grade instead of the twelfth grade. Within their
estimation model, they found doing this sort of outreach and signifying a commitment to
the student would result in a relatively low cost and the positive outcomes of this type of
program would exceed the costs by roughly 600 million dollars. An interesting
observation from Kelchen and Goldrick-Rab (2015) was understanding if this would fully
change the behavior of students within the low-income category in which they observed
it was enough to improve students’ academic track enhancing their social and cultural
capital.
As is seen above the policy landscape and political decisions that have governed
financial aid and neoliberal reforms have created a scene that puts much of the burden of
college enrollment and payment on the individual student (Harvey, 2005). Also, students
must navigate a complex atmosphere in applying for and receiving financial aid (Tierney
& Venegas, 2009). This landscape demonstrates that students must rely on their financial
and cultural capital to successfully enter and complete college (De La Rosa, 2006).
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College Admission
Each year high school students apply to colleges and universities around the
country. While on the surface, this should seem straightforward, what will become
apparent in subsequent paragraphs is how complicated the process is for students and
their parents. Each college has various admission and acceptance criteria and while there
is a governing board responsible for the practices of both college admission professionals
and high school guidance counselors (the National Association for College Admission
Counseling or NACAC) each institution is independent in the way the review and process
a student's application. Also, how and where a student ultimately ends up attending
college or whether the attend college at all converges on a myriad of factors ranging from
which high school the student attended to their parents’ level of education. For lowincome students, the process takes on even more complexity as many of them lack the
knowledge and cultural capital needed to navigate college admission (McDonough,
1997). What follows is an examination of the many influences on college admission to
give context to the idea of how cultural capital integrates into the problem of low-income
student enrollment.
Admission Knowledge
In many of the research studies, a common theme emerges - students within lowincome brackets lack the appropriate knowledge to succeed in successfully enrolling at a
four-year institution (Bloom, 2007; Hoxby and Avery, 2012). The admission game is one
that requires a substantial amount of knowledge on broad and complex topics. The
environment in which low-income students live often does not inculcate them with the
knowledge needed to help them with the many facets of admission and financial aid
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(Brown, Wohn, & Ellison, 2016; McDonough, 1997; Bloom, 2007). This information
deficit represents a symptom of the lack of cultural capital that students from lower
income backgrounds tend to share and thus affects their pursuit of higher education.
The lack of knowledge is not new to researchers and practitioners, and many have
sought to understand what can be done to improve students’ access to relevant
information about college admission. Castleman, Page, and Schooley (2014) considered
what would occur if students were to receive information in the summer before enrolling
in college. The term "summer melt" (p. 320) references accepted students choosing not to
enroll before the start of their freshman year and occurs for a variety of reasons.
Castleman et al. (2014) observed that low-income students who received a few hours of
summer support increased their college enrollment by anywhere from eight to ten
percentage points. In another experiment designed to increase college enrollment of lowincome students, Hoxby and Turner (2013) mailed individual information packets to low
income students. These packages were intended to introduce these students to the college
admission process and encourage them to enroll. Those students receiving the packets
saw them submit 19% more applications and Hobxy and Turner’s (2013) data showed
those same students were 27% more likely to submit a minimum of five applications.
Moreover, students who could send just one additional ACT score to colleges for free
sent in additional scores and additional applications (Pallias, 2013).
What is more, the process of applying to college requires students to understand
the structure of college and the nuances of working with bureaucratic norms and those
within power. Cox (2016), in a study following low-income African-American and
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Hispanic students, found that bureaucratic issues within higher education institutions
prevented students from enrolling. These hiccups include problems such as not
understanding certain parts of the FAFSA or surprise fees the student of which the
student was unaware (Cox, 2016). Many of the students profiled within Cox’s (2016)
study showed similar problems that stemmed from their living arrangements being fluid
and unexpected financial problems that many higher or middle-income families would
have the resources to address.
One aspect that is necessary to touch on within a discussion on college and
admission information is technology. Access to college information through a variety of
online resources and digital media has flooded the college admission scene with
information overload for students and parents. The influence of technology studied within
Brown, Wohn, and Ellison’s (2016) study interviewed various low and moderate income
students on how they used technology within their college search and how access to
information helped their college search.
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The findings of Brown et al. (2016) research painted a picture of students who
were indeed quite savvy in finding information and the materials they found online were
credible and helpful. Brown et al. (2016) observed, however, that for low-income
students deciphering of the information proved challenging. For many of these students
the information was readily available but contextualizing what they found to their
experiences or having individuals within their lives to help explain the information
proved challenging (Brown et al., 2016). This skill of contextualization is important as it
demonstrates a fundamental aspect of cultural capital that many low-income students
often lack which is the ability to draw on various resources to make the most of the
information available to them. Goode (2010) found similar findings in a mixed methods
study regarding students' use of technology and their level of cultural capital. Goode
(2010) uses Bourdieu's framework as a lens on technology to see show how some
students see themselves as tech savvy. While computer skills will vary for individuals
across college campuses, Goode (2010) showed this lack of technology knowledge and
inability to feel comfortable as a tech person had consequence for low-income students.
One example used by Goode (2010) was a student who traveled great lengths to campus
to check email as her parents could not afford the service at home only to find out the
service could be provided free to her at home through the school. This point demonstrates
two key issues. One is the inability of the student to make use of campus resources and
information and discomfort with technological conversations on campus. Moreover,
Goode (2012) found that for many low-income students use of technology was started a
later date than their higher income peers.
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High School Context and College Counseling
The makeup and context of an individual's high school is an additional factor in
understanding the problem of low-income student enrollment. What high school a student
attends impacts which college he or she will ultimately enroll (Niu and Tienda, 2007).
Within the United States, not all high schools are created equal regarding the resources
allocated to them, how students use those resources, and whether those resources are of
any benefit to whether a student enrolls in college (Enberg and Wolniak, 2001).
Researchers have sought various ways to understand how the context of one’s
high school influences college enrollment with many finding that a culture of students’
regular attending college boosts enrollment of all students (Roderick, Coca, Nagaoka,
2011). The environment in many high schools is a competitive one where students are
stratified even within the best schools.
Attewell (2001) showed that students within top tier high schools where access to
top courses was competitive observed that many students were at a disadvantage as those
highest achieving students had access to upper-level courses which in turn benefited them
in selective college admission. Attewell (2001) discovered this system did not help other
students as they were left out of certain classes and thus penalized in class rank which can
affect college admission decisions.
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Desimone and Long (2010) report that lower achieving students receive newer
teachers who use more basic methods whereas higher achieving students receive
instruction from teachers using more advanced techniques. These researchers, Desimone
and Long (2010), also found there would need to be an increase of one hundred
additional minutes of math instruction per pupil to make up for the gap between low and
high-income students. This difference is telling as represents a how within high school
there are significant discrepancies between the types of instruction student receive even
within the same school.
Racial and ethnic disparity are on display as well in American High Schools.
Teranshi, Allen, and Solorzano (2004) in a review of California schools found a wide
disparity between college enrollments of those students within predominately Black and
Hispanic high schools versus those in schools that are predominately Caucasian. The
striking finding within their work was data that demonstrate the higher college enrollment
for students was for those students who attended majority White or Asian schools
whereas college admission was lower in schools what were either majority Hispanic or
Black (Teranshi, et al., 2004) The authors, Teranishi et al., (2004) also point out the
importance of high school context within this research in that for many the decision to
enroll in college could be influenced by an individual’s school cultural capital. This
thought is congruent with McDonough’s (1997) research wherein the high school habitus
served as an important factor on whether a college-going culture existed within the
school. Furthermore, Teranishi et al. (2004) observe that many schools create a feeder
system to colleges thus boosting the overall numbers of students who attend college from
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that high school. This system creates what Oseguera (2013) describes as a "college-going
school culture" (p.3) which can positively influence college enrollment. There are
strategies, however, that can aid low-income students within their college pursuits. Strick
(2012) in a quantitative examination of a charter school in California presented data
showing low-income student enrollment in college increases with academic and social
support despite most of the students within this high school coming from a low-income
background. Strick (2012) argued the factors that lead to college enrollment within lowincome families are the result of multiple reasons attributed to one's overall cultural and
social capital. Strick (2012) observed within this research setting that this school could
mediate the students' level of capital and move students to a higher level of academic
achievement. Furthermore, schools that work in a collaborative environment can foster
improved levels of low-income student college enrollment (Militello, Schweid, and
Carey, 2011).
College Counseling
College counseling for low-income students is a widely-researched aspect of the
problem of low-income college enrollment. Many researchers find a counselor's work to
be a significant influence on whether an individual chooses to attend college (Robinson
& Roska, 2014) as not every student receives the same amount of college counseling
around the country. In fact, like many other facets of education, there is a clear
delineation between rich and poor wherein more affluent students receive higher quality
of counseling and low-income students little counseling or none (McDonough, 1997).
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Specific studies that have sought to understand how college counseling can help
low-income students have illuminated several ways in which counselors can influence
student enrollment. Stephan (2013) reports from qualitative interviews conducted with
students on the positive impact that college coaches can have on students. The program in
question was designed to aid low-income schools in promoting college enrollment
through mentoring and support to low-income students. Results showed the program to
be effective thus revealing some interesting findings. The most telling of which was that
students within this study were actively engaged and supported at a high level (Stephan,
2013). This high level of support was necessary as many moderate to high-income
families already garnered the social and cultural capital to enroll within college
successfully (Stephan, 2013).
Parental Influence
Parents have a tremendous influence on college enrollment and often whether a
student chooses to attend college is a function of the educational level of the student’s
parents (Advancing Diversity, 2016). Typically, higher income families will see greater
parental involvement within college planning than lower income parents (McDonough,
1997). Various researchers have constructed parental participation in different manners
with many using cultural capital as the theoretical frame in which to view their results.
Engberg and Wolniak (2011) observed that parental involvement in the form of cultural
activity participation, familial aspirations, and parental encouragements was all
significant in students' college enrollment. Lata (2013) observed that a student's level of
cultural capital often recedes and is eclipsed by a parent's level of cultural capital and
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education when comparing the two within models to determine the effect upon college
enrollment. Furthermore, a substantial relationship exists between the aspirations of
friends and family on if a student attends college (Enberg and Allen, 2011) and this
support network has shown to be of critical support to students' desire and willingness to
go to college (Nora, 2004). As referenced before a large part of cultural capital theory is
the transition of capital from parents to children. This concept applies when examining
how this transmission impacts educational success. Cultivation of cultural capital begins
early. A qualitative study that revealed that early reading habits influenced students'
educational aspirations. Brown, Hurst, and Hail (2016) found in a qualitative study that
students who had parents read to them aloud when the students were young and
encouraged their reading habits improved their educational success later in life.
As students from low-income backgrounds apply and enroll, there can often be
friction in moving from one class to another. Hinz (2016) observed from several
interviews with working class first generation students the challenges those students have
in mismatched cultural capital and the uncomfortable process of moving into a different
class because of their college education. Hinz (2016) found that students within a
selective institution that could discuss their class changes and received peer
encouragement could manage the transition but keep connected to their working-class
family roots. This study is important to note as it shows the impact of cultural capital on
individuals' educational progress distinctly.
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Moving from one class to another involves a new habitus and added cultural
capital and demonstrates the power of one's habitus. Lee and Kramer (2013) found that
students develop what they refer to as a “cleft habitus” (p. 30) wherein students
communicate differently with their peers and family from back home versus within their
new college environment.
Time is another important factor that is relevant to student parent influence on
college. That is for those who have enough resources that are necessary for sustaining
their life this frees up additional time to pursue other types of capital (Bourdieu, 1977).
One specific example of how this plays out within the college admission process was
work done by Hlinka, Mobelini, and Giltner (2015) who studied a low-income
community and their pursuit of higher education and transition to college. One student
talking of his father stated that he was a positive influence and pushed him to go to
college, which was good, but that he worked all the time, and they saw little of each
other. For many low-income families, there is not the benefit that more wealthy students
have which is parents who can afford all manner of help to assist students within college
admission (Park & Eagan, 2011; Perez-Felkner, 2015).
What parents expect is a strong determinant of whether a student attends a fouryear institution. Perna and Titus (2005) built a model that showcased various forms of
capital on if students from either a Hispanic or African American background attended
both a two and a four-year college. The authors measured cultural capital as the level of
parental education, expectation for whether their child will attend college along with
language and cultural classes. The impact of parents’ cultural capital was significant with
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the higher being parents’ education and parents’ expectations for what education their
student will achieve (Perna & Titus, 2005). This point gives some additional context to
how cultural capital can manifest within college admission. The culture where these
students grow up draws influence from those individuals who attended college and expect
them to do so as well. This inculcation of capital, a term described by Bourdieu (1984),
demonstrates how students with more affluent parents navigate the process of college
admission with ease.
College Matching
Another important concept that deserves attention is that of college matching or
sometimes referred in the literature as undermatching (Tiboris, 2014). This topic has
gained significant prominence within the research over the past five to seven years and
becomes a central tenant in the discussion on low-income student enrollment. The theme
of many researchers considering this topic is students match inappropriately matched to
the right college based on their academic ability (Giancola & Kanlenberg, 2016; Smith,
Pender, Howell, 2013). The idea being that many students who otherwise would do well
at a more selective institution do not apply and choose to attend a college that may not
challenge them as much academically as possible (Tiboris, 2014).
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One question that immediately comes to mind is what harm comes from
undermatching? Results of that are still under debate, but researchers who have delved
into the issue found similar results. Goodman, Hurwitz and Smith (2014) found that
undermatch can in some instances reduce the rate of bachelor's degree attainment. Other
research has found however that selectivity and match have a weak connection to
graduation rates with mismatch having little effect on students' chances for graduation
(Heil, Reisel, & Attewell, 2014). However, Titus (2006) noted that students from lowincome backgrounds enroll in colleges with less financial resources.
Geography has been examined as well in the research into college matching.
Griffith and Rothstein (2009) analyzed data from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth (1997) to find out the impact of how a student's physical location affects how
selective a college those students attend. Their research suggests that overall students
from lower income backgrounds enroll in college less often that for all income groups
distance does matter in their college choice (Griffith and Rothstein, 2009). Results,
Griffith and Rothstein (2009), observe show that for a 75-mile increase in distance to a
selective institution the odds of attending that school go down by two percentage points.
Interestingly, they observed that this did not vary by income level that is distance affected
all equally (Griffith and Rothstein, 2009). Hill and Winston (2010) found similar results
and saw that many selective institutions are not considering geography within their
recruitment and marketing efforts in attracting qualified low-income students.
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Another interesting caveat on geography is differences between urban and rural
areas with regards to population density and college choice. In a well-cited study, Hoxby
and Avery (2012) considered the low-income enrollment matching problem by breaking
low-income student into two different categories - "income typical and achievement
typical" (p. 1). Income-typical students were those that did to apply to institutions that
were a match for their academic ability, that is the chose less selective institutions
whereas achievement typical applied to schools similar those students that were of higher
income but same academic ability (Hoxby & Avery, 2012). When looking at the
descriptive statistics for where income typical versus achievement-typical students lived,
Hoxby and Avery (2012) found that most achievement-typical students lived in the main
metropolitan areas where those students who acted income typical lived in the
countryside. This geography issue is particularly salient for college recruiting offices, the
authors Hoxby and Avery (2012) noted, as many of the top schools within the nation
recruit in these major metropolitan areas often neglecting those students outside of their
traditional recruiting areas. Moreover, an analysis from a selective college in the
northeast categorizing several different variables that influence student enrollment found
distance to the school and being from an urban areas factors as well (Nurnberg, Schapiro,
and Zimmerman, 2012).
Despite a fair amount of research on this topic, the consensus on the level of
problem is still under debate among scholars. Several studies that consider matching and
undermatching use similar rankings on the degree of selectivity of the various
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institutions. The one cited often is the Barron's Index of Selective Institutions (Hoxby &
Avery, 2012). Bastedo and Flaster’s (2014) critique on college match found the
differences between one bracket to another may not matter as much for students. In that,
while most who will benefit from joining a selective institution, as a student moves down
the ladder of selectivity one level may not matter as much as another. Moreover, Bastedo
and Flaster (2014) remind readers that researchers considering this phenomenon
have built models that automatically assume if a student will or won't get into a school.
Many of these studies, per Bastedo and Flaster (2014), base this assumption on a
student's academic record (SAT/ACT scores and AP/IB courses). While these are
markers for enrollment within selective institutions, argue Bastedo and Flaster (2014),
many qualified students who do not get in and models such as this do not account for the
holistic review process many selective college practices. Belasco and Trivette (2015)
look at matching as well and come to a more muted conclusion on the phenomenon
finding that fewer students under matched at the rate held by previous research but that it
was still a considerable issue for students from low socioeconomic backgrounds.
Another common term associated with this line of the investigation is mismatch,
defined as students who attend more selective institutions which are a reach for them
academically may be less apt to succeed if they had attended a less challenging
environment (Kurlander and Grodsky, 2013). Kurlander and Grodsky (2013) within their
research of the California state college system rejected the mismatch hypothesis as they
found that mismatch did not influence academic performance or persistence to
graduation.
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Cultural Capital and Enrollment
As is seen above the landscape of college admission and financial aid is complex,
and for many low-income students, there are multiple influences and obstacles that
underlie a decision to enroll in college. For a good number of students, there are many
avenues to which they succeed or fail to attend college based on numerous factors.
Cultural capital serves as an appropriate lens for this study as it represents a broad way to
understand the influences on college enrollment (Wilbur & Roscigno, 2016). What
follows in this section is a review of the how cultural capital has been used about college
admission and stratification within college enrollment.
An important caveat to cultural capital is the concept of how it connects to other
forms of capital within college enrollment. Understanding the problem of low-income
enrollment must consider cultural factors as well as financial ones. Finnie (2012) sets up
this discussion well by examining post-secondary enrollment within the Canadian
educational system. Finnie (2012) observed that income influenced post-secondary
enrollment with higher income students attending college more often. However, when
adding additional cultural factors such as parental education and cultural actives the
effect of income was far more muted. Finnie (2012) suggests that the rational economic
models do not tell the whole story when accounting for why students choose to attend
college.
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Freeman (1997) noted the psychological factors that play into a student's decision
to enroll as well. Freeman interviewed African American students from high schools in
four different cities and found that social and psychological barriers were as much an
issue as financial ones. Freeman (1997) found within student interviews that college
information was relevant but many were not in environments that provided the necessary
cultural capital needed for students to pursue a college degree.
One area that is important covered earlier but helps with students' level of cultural
capital is external programs designed to encourage enrollment. Some of these programs
are government funded such as the TRIO program others are non-profit. Bernhardt
(2013) looked extensively at the AVID program which stands for Advancement by
Individual Determination and is designed to help low-income students enroll in college.
Bernhardt's findings supplemented the idea that programs of the like can provide low
income families necessary cultural capital to navigate the college admission process.
AVID's success was built on what the organization describes as “Developing a Web of
Relationships” (p. 212) that bring together families, key administrators, and personnel
that could help students in a variety of areas. Beurman, Zequera, and Smith (2015) found
similar results when looking at middle school pipeline program wherein the researchers
found that students benefitted from access programs, however, that not all programs are
consistent and therefore not serving students equally. Similar findings were found when
looking at students needing remedial help in college writing. Callahan and Chumley
(2009) found that those students involved in remedial college writing courses that gave
specific one on one instruction provided students with access to additional cultural capital
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increased their confidence in their ability to succeed in college and Warren (2013)
concluded that further assistance within college essay prompts for low-income students
helps mediate less postsecondary knowledge. This concept of support is important as it
represents a key facet of why cultural capital is necessary. Those students and families
with more of it can successfully navigate the complex relationships needed for
understanding and navigating college admission (Dyce, Albold, & Long, 2013).
Cultural Capital Variable Definition
A common issue that comes up within cultural capital research is how individuals
define the specific variables to measure cultural capital. This distinction is important as
many researchers consider cultural capital and measure it differently. Davies, Qiu, and
Davies (2014) characterized their cultural capital variables within the categories of
highbrow culture, interactions between the parents and the schools and contextually
understanding stories within the media. Davies et al. (2014) found that each of these
contributes to a student's intention to attend college. Further distinctions on how
researchers have classified cultural capital variables are in Table 1.
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Table 1
Listing of different studies and cultural capital independent and dependent variables.

Study
DiMaggio (1982)
Dumais and Ward (2009)

Jaeger (2009)

Jaeger (2010)

Merolla and Jackson
(2014)
Tramonte and Willms
(2010)

Independent Variable(s)
Involvement in art music,
or literature
High Brow Arts
Participation
Strategic Interactions with
key personnel

Dependent Variable(s)
High School Grades

Beaux-Arts possessions
Home Educational
Ressources
Cultural Communications
Discussions about school
Student Cultural
participation
Reading ability test score
Indicators of cultural
participation (going to a
museum or theater),
Reading habits (how many
books read) participation in
extracurricular activities

Educational Choice

Quantified on two
parameters: cultural capital
possession and activation
Includes one that is static
and includes highbrow
activities
The other that is relational
which covers cultural
interactions and
communications between
students and parents

Attendance at a four-year
college or university

College Enrollment
College Graduation
Grade Point Averages

Performance on Peabody
Individual Achievement
Test that measures reading
comprehension, reading
recognition, and math
ability

Reading literacy,
Sense of belonging at
school
Occupational aspirations
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The impact of cultural capital when compared to additional variables is of
consideration as well. Jaeger (2009) posed an interesting research study by observing
cultural capital variables and how those variables impact academic track choices. Jaeger
(2009) theorized that studies of cultural capital must account for their distinct aspects
which include parents having cultural capital, giving that capital to their children, and
their children using the capital to succeed in their educational pursuits. The dataset used
for this were students in Denmark. Jaeger’s (2009) research proves valuable as Denmark
is traditionally a very meritocratic society in which students have the choice of a more
vocational track versus a more academic track once they turn sixteen. Denmark provides
an adequate social safety net that works to equalize access to education throughout its
society (Jaeger, 2009). What Jaeger (2009) observed was students with higher levels of
cultural capital choose the more academic or heavier cultural capital track than those with
less. More importantly, Jaeger (2009) found that when accounting for family income and
academic ability cultural capital still played a significant role within educational
outcomes.
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One question that does arise is the connection between one's wealth and or
income, cultural capital, and college enrollment and which a more deciding factor of
enrollment is. Jez (2014) in looking at the impact of wealth on college enrollment found
that when measured alone both wealth and income have statistically significant effects on
four-year college enrollment. However, those factors were mediated when Jez (2014)
considered factors related to human, cultural, and social capital, along with measuring,
habitus. Within a model measuring those additional variables and wealth and income
habitus and cultural capital showed to influence a student attending a four-year college
significantly (Jez, 2014).
When formulating the types of activities that raise cultural capital in which
students and parents engage, Kaufman and Gabler (2004) posit some interesting findings.
The authors' dependent variables within this study were enrollment within any four-year
college and enrollment within an elite institution. Among the variables testing cultural
activities, only dance training for women in the eighth grade proved significant (Kaufman
& Gabler, 2004) However, an additional finding that showed the power of parental
cultural capital on enrollment in elite institutions found that museum going by parents
alone was a significant predictor of whether students attended an elite university
(Kaufman & Gabler, 2004). This finding, per Kaufman and Gabler (2004), supported
Bourdieu's idea of children taking on the cultural capital of their parents. Lata (2013)
found similar results noting that a student's choice of college depends on the parents'
education and the parents’ level of cultural capital. Parental educational attainment as a
measure of cultural capital has impacts college enrollment as well (Lata, 2013). For
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students having a mother or father attend college or professional degree increase the
chances that student will participate in a four-year institution (Maxwell, McNelly, and
Carboni, 2016). As to the question of if cultural capital transmits from parent to student,
Sullivan (2001) observed this when looking at academic achievement of students and the
level of cultural capital possessed by their parents.
An important distinction within discussion on cultural capital and college
enrollment is how it is used by students and parents in their pursuit of higher education.
Cultural capital as a measure of social reproduction is best understood within the context
of not only the accumulation but also the use of cultural capital in pursuit of social
objectives. Lareau and Weininger (2003) in their research showed how families of higher
means operationalize cultural capital by both intervening on their children's behalf and
teaching them how to do the same. Merolla and Jackson (2014) posit two types of
variable sets within their study of cultural capital and enrollment: possession and
activation. The authors categorize the two types of cultural capital in ways that
demonstrate how parents and children gain cultural capital and how they use it (Merolla
& Jackson, 2014). Their results indicated that both cultural capital possession and
activation were significant in students' enrollment at a four-year institution (Merolla &
Jackson, 2014). Tramonte and Willms (2010) came to similar conclusions in finding that
a more relational view of cultural capital which measured relationships between students
and parents was more indicative of positive educational outcomes and a child's career
ambitions.
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Conclusion
As is seen in the prior review of the literature the path of low-income students to
college is fraught with many challenges. When seen through the eyes of cultural capital it
becomes apparent that for many low-income students there are other obstacles in addition
to money. A student's level of money is important to whether they enroll in college, but
the context of culture must be considered as well (Maxwell, McNeely, and Carboni,
2016). Given this, low-income students are at a constant disadvantage even despite what
money may be available to them through scholarships, grants, and loans. It is conceivable
to believe that for many students the process of getting into college could be easier if
there existed some mediation of cultural capital within the admission process.
Within the body of research on low-income students, there is consensus that lowincome students enroll less often than higher income students (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010;
Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Heller, 2013; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). This
enrollment disparity occurs despite programs and scholarship dollars that contribute to
helping these students achieve enrollment within college (Dynarksi, 2012). For students
who don't enroll, they miss the chance to earn a bachelor's degree and these students who
earn a bachelor's degree improve their earnings, are more civically engaged, and commit
fewer crimes (Pew Research Center, 2014).
The problem with students not entering college is persistent and reproduced from
each generation. An appropriate theoretical framework to look at this ongoing problem is
Bourdieu's (1984) concept of cultural capital. The literature confirms that those with
more societal resources hold cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1977). Furthermore, the
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literature confirms that cultural capital has a positive relationship on a student’s
scholastic pursuits and performance (DiMaggio, 1982; Jaeger, 2009). Moreover, the
literature confirms that those students and the parents of those students who have higher
cultural capital enroll more often in college (Dumais & Ward, 2009; Merolla & Jackson,
2014). Families with more cultural capital use that capital to promote their children’s
academic success and this cultural capital provides an advantage within the college
admission process (McDonough, 1997; Tramonte & Willms, 2014). What is not well
understood and appears to be a gap in the literature, is the relationship between the forms
of cultural capital that denote students’ dispositions and knowledge on the admission
process, variables that measure more specific activities that parents do for their students
on college admission and how those, when combined with other cultural capital variables
that measure artistic cultural participation relates to four-year enrollment.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
College access is an issue that continues to perplex both leaders and researchers
within higher education. Low-income students repeatedly enroll in college at lower rates
than higher-income students (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Carnevale & Strohl,
2010; Heller, 2013; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). For students who wish to enroll in
college but ultimately do not, the consequences can be life altering. Ma, Pender, and
Welch (2016) state the median earnings of an individual with a Bachelor's degree
supersedes the earnings of those without a degree by $24,600. From a societal
perspective, attainment of a bachelor's degree correlates with lower unemployment rates
for college graduates, increased economic independence, and increased community
involvement (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016; Wolfe & Haveman, 2003). For many lowincome students enrolling in college proves elusive with many low-income students
either not attending or enrolling in institutions that are below their potential (Hoxby &
Avery, 2012).
It is intuitive to suspect this problem is simply a result of these students not
having enough money. Indeed, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that a student's level
of income correlates to whether he or she will attend college and research confirms this
(Huang, Guo, Kim, & Sherraden, 2010; Kim & Sherraden, 2011). However, fully
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understanding the problem of college access for low-income students requires looking
beyond just economics and understanding the cultural forces that affect a student’s
decision to enroll. One theoretical framework used by researchers to explain the disparity
between high and low-income student college enrollment is cultural capital.
Researchers seeking to explain the persistent gap between high and low-income
student enrollment have often viewed the problem through the lens of cultural capital
(McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014; Nora, 2004). Studies into how students
acquire and use cultural capital in various educational situations coalesce around the idea
that students who possess some degree of cultural capital and employ it in an efficient
manner are more likely to have better educational outcomes (Freeman, 1997; Jaeger,
2009; Jaeger, 2010; McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014). Cultural capital
provides a useful theoretical lens in which to view college access as it provides a deeper
understanding into why the problem persists despite there being opportunities for lowincome students to enroll in college at reduced costs (Baum, Minton, Blatt, 2015). For
students looking to navigate the college admission process, those with higher levels of
capital tend to fare better than those with less (Jaeger, 2009; McDonough, 1997; Merolla
& Jackson, 2014). However, a deeper understanding of which cultural capital measures
that relate to the college admission process is needed to further understand which
measures of cultural capital are most prominent in college enrollment.
This study will be an ex-post facto quantitative research design using a national
data set. The data used comes from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
using the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS: 09). This longitudinal study
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follows a nationally representative sample of high school students who are surveyed in
their freshman year with subsequent follow-up surveys every two years. This data set is
appropriate for this study as it contains many variables that can be used to operationalize
cultural capital and contains student responses on their post-secondary plans.
Purpose of the Research
The objective is to examine the relationship between different measures of
cultural capital and college enrollment. The independent variables in this study will be
cultural capital measures of students’ arts participation, parental arts participation
((Bourdieu, 1986; DiMaggio, 1982; Jaeger and Breen, 2016), student admission
knowledge, parental admission guidance, financial aid knowledge (Dumais & Ward,
2009; Lareau & Weininger, 2003), and student educational expectations (Gaddis, 2012)
on the dependent variable of four-year college enrollment (Merolla & Jackson, 2014;
Wilbur & Roscigno, 2016). Control variables will include socioeconomic status and
family income (McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014; Winkle-Wagner, 2010).
Previous studies measuring cultural capital have found a relationship between
measures of cultural capital and college enrollment (Engberg & Wolniak, 2011;
McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014; Perna & Titus, 2005). However, the
current gap in the literature lacks a more concrete operationalization of cultural capital
that measures dispositions and knowledge of the college admission process along with
financial aid and how those influence college enrollments within a model containing
other cultural capital variables while controlling for socioeconomic status and family
income. This study adds to the body of literature by further defining which measures of
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cultural capital are influential to students within the college admission process to address
the problem of why students from lower income backgrounds enroll in college at a lower
rate (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Page & ScottClayton, 2016). While money is influential in the decision to attend college (Huang, Guo,
Kim & Sheridan, 2013) there are also cultural and knowledge deficits that affect these
students as well (Bloom, 2007; McDonough, 1997; Maxwell, McNeely, & Carboni,
2016). Studies have shown that when lower-income students have more information and
increased guidance, they are more likely to enroll in college (Bettinger, Long,
Oreopolous, & Sanbonmatsu, 2013; Hoxby & Turner, 2013) so it stands to reason that
this knowledge and guidance serves a form of capital that is valuable within this field.
What is not clear however from previous research is whether there is a relationship
between cultural capital measures and four-year college enrollment when considering a
student’s level of admission knowledge, parental guidance on college admission and
whether the student will apply for financial aid and whether these variables have a
stronger relationship than measures of cultural capital related to arts participation a
previous operationalization of cultural capital (Jaeger & Breen, 2016). If the capital of
college admission knowledge, parental guidance on college admission, or willingness to
apply for aid mediates other forms of capital, when considering the control variables then
it would aid researchers in a deeper understanding of what cultural capital is most
influential within college admission and aid practitioners in how best to support lower
income students in their pursuit of higher education.
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Variables
Within the next section is an explanation of both the independent and dependent
variables of this study which contain information on how those variables were derived
and their notation with the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009.
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is enrollment within a four-year institution. Survey
participants in the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 received questionnaires
starting in their freshman year of high school with subsequent follow up every two years.
The latest follow-up data available for analysis are surveys collected in 2013. The choice
for using enrollment only within a four-year institution reflects Merolla and Jackson's
(2014) study which determined four-year enrollment was an indicator of middle-class
reproduction, a function of cultural capital theory, and other models run by the
researchers using other institutions of post-secondary enrollment produced the same
outcomes. For this study, college enrollment was denoted by the variable S3CLGLVL in
the HSLS data set and will be coded for enrollment in a four-year institution as enrolled
or not enrolled (1 = enrolled, 0 = not enrolled) (High School Longitudinal Study of 2009
(HSLS:09) Base Year to First Follow-Up Data File Documentation, 2014).
Control Variables
The control variables used in this study will be a composite of a student’s
socioeconomic status variable X2SESQ5 and family income X2FAMINCOME. The
socioeconomic status variable comprises of five quintiles, which is a composite of parent
or guardian’s education, occupation, and the family income variable lists family income
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in thirteen different segments starting with the lowest at less than $15,000 and the highest
above $235,000 (High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS:09) Base Year to First
Follow-Up Data File Documentation, 2014).
Independent Variables
Prior research has uncovered a relationship between various measurements of
cultural capital and college enrollment (Dumais and Ward, 2009; Jaeger, 2009; Merolla
and Jackson, 2014; McDonough, 1997). However, a continuing debate within the
literature is which variables best embody cultural capital. Many studies have measured
variables by what is collectively known as highbrow arts or cultural participation
(DiMaggio, 1982) where others have sought a more generalized definition that connotes
specialized knowledge in an area (Lareau and Weininger, 2003).
As stated earlier this research aims to understand better the types of capital that
are valuable within college admission when considering capital that measures specific
student college admission knowledge and specific parental admission guidance activities.
The measures of cultural capital for this study will fall into five categories: cultural and
artistic participation of both students and parents', students’ college admission
knowledge, parental guidance on college admission, financial aid knowledge, and
students’ educational expectations. The measurement of both parental and student
cultural and artistic participation derives from various definitions of cultural capital from
previous research that denote cultural capital as highbrow cultural pursuits (Bourdieu,
1986; DiMaggio, 1982; Jaeger and Breen, 2016). The variables measuring student
admission knowledge, parental admission guidance, and financial aid follow the more
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generalized cultural capital definition noted by Lareau and Weininger (2003), WinkleWagner (2010), measuring broad cultural knowledge that aids social endeavors along
with Dumais and Ward (2009) understanding of cultural capital as strategic interactions
valuable in college enrollment. Student expectations reflect a student's habitus per the
work of Gaddis (2012) who measured habitus by a student's belief in future school
success.
Student arts participation is measured by the variables of S2MUSIC, S2ART,
S2DRAMA within the HSLS 2009 study where each is categorized by a binary variable
of participated or did not participate (1 = participated, 0 = not participated). Parental arts
participation seeks to measure the parental influence of highbrow arts participation within
student's lives. Within HSLS 2009 these variables are denoted by the variables
P2LIBRARY, P2SHOW, P2ARTEXHIBIT (1 = participated, 0 = not participated).
Student admission knowledge will pull from variables S2IMPCOURSES,
S2IMPGRADES, S2IMPCLGEXAM, S2IMPACTIVITY, S2IMPRECS. These variables
will be on a scale. Parental admission guidance variables are P2CLGSEARCH,
P2TALKHSCNSL, P2TALKCLGCNSL, P2CLGEXAMPREP, P2HELPCLGAPP (1 =
completed, 0 = did not complete). Student's educational expectations will be through
variable S2SUREBA which asks the student how sure they are they will complete a
Bachelor's degree. Financial aid knowledge will be denoted by the variable
S2APPLYAID which measures a student’s intent to fill out the FAFSA (High School
Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS: 09) Base Year to First Follow-Up Data File
Documentation, 2014).
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Table 2
Descriptions of Independent Variables (variables from HSLS 2009).
Variable Type
Student Arts Participation
These variables derive from the previous
studies of: Bourdieu (1986); DiMaggio
(1982); Merolla & Jackson (2014); Jaeger
and Breen (2016).
Parental Arts Participation
These variables derive from the previous
studies of: Bourdieu (1986); DiMaggio
(1982); Merolla & Jackson (2014); Jaeger
and Breen (2016).
Student Admission Knowledge
Based on the generalized definition of
cultural capital from Lareau and
Weininger (2003) and Strategic
Interaction from Dumais & Ward (2009)

Parental Admission Guidance
Generalized definition of cultural capital
from Lareau and Weininger (2003) and
follows activation definition from
Merolla & Jackson (2014) and Strategic
Interaction from Dumais & Ward (2009).

Student Educational Expectations
Based on Gaddis (2012) who measured
habitus by student's belief in future school
success.
Financial Aid Knowledge
Generalized definition of cultural capital
from Lareau and Weininger (2003) and
Strategic Interaction from Dumais &
Ward (2009)

Variable Name/Description
• Participated in music or dance outside
of school since fall 2009
• Participated in art outside of school
since fall 2009
• Participated in theater/drama outside
of school since fall 2009
• Went to a play, concert, or live show
with teenager in last year
• Went to an art museum or exhibit
together in last year
• Visited library with teenager last year
• Importance of HS courses for getting
into typical 4-year college
• Importance of HS grades for getting
into typical 4-year college
• Importance of SAT/ACT for getting
into typical 4-year college
• Importance of recommendations for
getting into typical 4-year college
• Importance of activities for getting
into typical 4-year college
• Has searched the Internet for college
options or read college guides
• Has talked with school counselor
about options for after high school
• Has arranged for teen to take college
admission exam preparation course
• Has helped complete/completed a
college application in last five years
• How sure teenager is that he/she will
pursue Bachelor's degree
• Will complete a FAFSA
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Research Questions
This study seeks to further understand the relationships between cultural capital,
and college enrollment. The inquiry will be to understand which cultural capital measures
are most influential in college enrollment and if those factors lessen the differences seen
in enrollment patterns among various classes.
1: What is the difference in admission knowledge between low, moderate, and highincome students?
Ho1: There is no difference in admission knowledge between low, moderate, and highincome levels.
2: What is the difference in parental guidance on college admission between low,
moderate, and high-income students?
Ho2: There is no difference in parental guidance on college admission between low,
moderate, and high-income students.
3: How does cultural capital defined as arts participation, college admission and financial
aid knowledge, and students’ educational expectations relate to four-year college
enrollment when controlling for socioeconomic status?
Ho3: There is no relationship between the cultural capital measures of students' arts
participation, parental arts participation, student admission knowledge, parental
guidance on college admission, and student educational expectations on fouryear college enrollment among social classes
4: Of the cultural capital measurements above which has the strongest relationship on
four-year college enrollment among low-income students?
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Ho4: No measure of cultural capital has a strong relationship on four-year college
enrollment.
Research Design
This study will use a non-experimental ex-post facto quantitative research
methodology. Tuckman and Harper (2012) describe the ex-post facto design as
appropriate when the researcher cannot cause a variable to occur naturally and therefore
must examine the data after the fact. Creswell (2014) asserts that quantitative methods are
appropriate when the research question looks to explore the relationships between
variables with the results interpreted numerically. Because the primary unit of analysis
will be in a numerical format and this study looks to establish quantities defined
numerically and relationships between two different variables, a quantitative research
methodology is best suited for this study. The examination of research questions one and
two will use descriptive statistics and research questions three and four will employ the
utilization of a binary logistic regression model, which will show the influence of
independent variables on the dependent variable of college enrollment. Warner (2013)
states that logistic regression is needed when the dependent variable is binary which is
appropriate as the dependent variable shows students has having enrolled or not enrolled
at a four-year institution (1 =enrolled, 0 = not enrolled).
1: What is the difference in admission knowledge between low, moderate, and highincome students?
This research question will employ the use of descriptive statistics that will
measure the level of admission knowledge per each socioeconomic level.
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2: What is the difference in parental guidance on college admission between low,
moderate, and high-income students?
This research question will use descriptive statistics to measure the level of
parental guidance on college admission between low, moderate, and high-income
students.
3: How does cultural capital defined as arts participation, college admission and financial
aid knowledge, and students’ educational expectations relate to four-year college
enrollment when controlling for socioeconomic status?
4: Of the cultural capital measurements above which are the most influential on four-year
college enrollment among low-income students?
Both research question three and four will employ the use of the logistic
regression model. Per the similar design of previous research studies on cultural capital
(Dumais & Ward, 2009; Engberg & Allen, 2011; Merolla & Jackson, 2014) the output
will be different models that begin with a measure of income and socioeconomic status
and then adding each subset of independent variables. The purpose of this phased
approach will be to successfully document the influence each set of independent variables
on the outcome variable independent of others and then review the combined influence of
all variables within the final model.
Population
The purpose is to understand the relationships between cultural capital, college
admission, and socioeconomic status for traditional students. Therefore, the population
under question will be high school students. Because the sample in this study looks at
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longitudinal data collected in 2009, the population for this study will be high school
graduates during that year. The 2009 graduates of both public and private high schools
during that year at 3,766,801 students (Knocking on College Door, 2012).
Sample
This study's sample is based on student responses to the High School
Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS 2009). This longitudinal study conducted by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) serves as the primary organization for
data collection and analysis for the United States (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File
Documentation, 2011). HSLS 2009 was the fifth study of its kind done by NCES with the
base year data collection occurring during the 2009-10 school year with a subsequent
follow-up to students in 2012 and 2013 (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File Documentation,
2011). The questionnaire for HSLS collected data on students, parents, high school
counselors, and administrators. For this study, the sample chosen will review student and
parent responses. HSLS 2009 sampled 944 schools in all fifty states and the District of
Columbia with the intention of sampling students who were in the 9th grade starting in
2009 (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File Documentation, 2011). The base-year sample
collected 26,305 students. Because of the number of students surveyed documentation on
the study provided by the National Center for Education Statistics states the data
collected serves as a nationally representative sample (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File
Documentation, 2011).
Moreover, per NCES data gathered in subsequent follow-up surveys can serve as
outcome variables for the base year sample. Because the outcome variable of this study
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looks at student enrollment at a four-year institution, the sample will be responses to
variable S3CLGLVL within the HSLS dataset. Analysis using SPSS revealed a sample
that included 3,234 students who responded yes to having enrolled in a four-year
institution and 1,373 that did not (HSLS, 2009). For coding within the sample, the
students that responded yes to a four-year institution are coded as enrolled all others will
be coded as not enrolled (1 = enrolled, 0 = not enrolled).
Instrumentation and Validation
The instrumentation used consisted of the survey instruments used to collect the
data through NCES and the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009. Starting in 2009
NCES collected a random sample of 9th grade students in 944 public and private schools
across the United States. According to the base year documentation report on the HSLS
of 2009 the survey considers the student the unit of analysis and was accomplished by
random sampling which identified just under 2000 eligible schools of which 944 schools
participated (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File Documentation, 2011). The student samples
are considered representative of national and of ten different states (HSLS: 09: Base-Year
Data File Documentation, 2011). The instrument used was guided by a theoretical
framework that posits the student as the unit of analysis and works to observe factors that
contribute to academic success (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data File Documentation, 2011).
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IRB Approval
A Mercer University IRB application was completed and approved by the Mercer
IRB department. Given this study will not include any direct contact with human subjects
the IRB department concluded that no further inquiry was needed. A copy of the IRB
approval letter can be found in Appendix A.
Data Collection
The data used for this study is housed within the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) High School Longitudinal Study of 2009. The HSLS study surveys
students starting within their freshman year and continuing with follow-up interviews
every two years (HSLS: 09: Base-Year Data File Documentation, 2011). The HSLS data
is broken down at the student level and therefore valuable for this study as it offers
accurate information on students at various points in their high school and post-high
school career. The variables chosen for this study include factors specific to both cultural
capital and college admission. Because the dataset contains several hundred variables
with thousands of observations, a parsing of the data into specific variables for this study
was needed. Table 2 shows the variables chosen.
Data Analysis
The methods used for this research project will be quantitative. After
downloading, the data will enter Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). SPSS is
the tool for data analysis within this research and outputs from SPSS will be used to
interpret the results. Descriptive statistics will be used for questions one and two to
determine the level of student admission knowledge and parental admission guidance
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among income levels. Logistic regression will be the statistical method used to determine
the relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable of fouryear college enrollment.
A regression analysis is needed as the research questions look to understand
which of the cultural capital factors best relate to four-year college enrollment. A logistic
regression model is needed, as the dependent variable is binary. Warner (2013) states that
research questions solved with linear regression are the ones in logistic regression, but in
logistic regression modification of the outcome variable is needed. In addition, odd ratios
will be calculated to determine which of the independent variables has the strongest
relationship to the dependent variable of four-year college enrollment (Warner, 2013).
Reporting Results
Results for this research study will contain a summary of the results on each
research question followed by individual outputs both on the descriptive statistics and on
the results of the regression analysis showing the relationship of each the independent
variables on the dependent variable. Results for questions one are presented in a table
reflecting the mean of each of the student admission knowledge variables by
socioeconomic status. Results for question two are presented in a table reflecting the
counts for each parental admission guidance variable by socioeconomic status.
Questions three and four are presented in a table format showing the variables within the
model that were statistically significant.
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Summary
Those endowed with more cultural capital tend to fare better within college
admission, and low-income students demonstrate less cultural capital than their higher
income peers which is related to their college enrollment (Freeman, 1997; Dumais &
Ward, 2009; Jaeger, 2010; Jaeger, 2009; McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014).
This study looks to further understand the relationships between cultural capital and fouryear college enrollment. Previous research has demonstrated cultural capital does relate
to college enrollment (Merolla & Jackson, 2014; Nora, 2004). However, this study's
addition is further defining the relationship between the various measures of cultural
capital on four-year college enrollment by incorporating new variables in the form of
specific admission knowledge held by students, parental admission guidance, and
financial aid knowledge. Examining these dimensions all together can better inform
researchers and practitioners on how to better aid low-income students. From a
theoretical perspective, this study advances the knowledge of cultural capital by better
understanding which specific measurements are relevant within college admission and
give further understanding as to whether cultural capital serves as an explanation for why
low-income students routinely enroll in college less often than higher-income students
(Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Heller, 2013; Page &
Scott-Clayton, 2016)

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship of selected cultural
capital variables on four-year college enrollment and measure the admission knowledge
and parental admission guidance of students by income level to aid in understanding the
problem of low-income students enrolling in college less often than students from higher
socioeconomic backgrounds.
Repeatedly, low-income students have failed to keep pace with college enrollment
when compared to students from higher income backgrounds (Chetty et al., 2017; Heller,
2013; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). This gap in enrollment limits the potential of lowerincome students who may have the abilities to enroll and ultimately graduate from a fouryear institution, but ultimately do not, which has shown a relationship to issues such as
lower employment rates (Ma, Pender, & Welch, 2016) and inadequate housing (Wilson
& Mast, 2014).
Because this problem has been present for many decades the theoretical
framework of cultural capital was employed as it has been used in previous research to
study long-term social inequality. Defined as knowledge of the dominant codes of society
(Jaeger, 2016), cultural capital in other studies has shown to be related to college
enrollment (Enberg & Wolniak, 2011; Merolla & Jackson, 2014). Research questions one
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and two of this study relate to understanding if differences exist between the admission
knowledge of students as well as the level of parental admission guidance between
socioeconomic groups. Research questions three and four seek to understand the
relationships of selected cultural capital variables on four-year college enrollment.
Summary of Methodology
This study uses archival data to answer all research questions and can be
considered an ex-post facto non-experimental design (Tuckman & Harper, 2012). The
study uses both descriptive statistics and a binary logistic regression model to answer the
research questions. The dataset used for the analysis is the High School Longitudinal
Study of 2009 (HSLS: 09). This study surveyed students beginning in their freshman year
in 2009 and conducts follow-up surveys at regular intervals to determine student
outcomes, educational attainment, and career plans (HSLS: 09: Base-Year Data File
Documentation, 2011). In addition to gathering students’ responses, parents and school
administrators were surveyed as well. The population of this survey is 9th-grade high
school students, and the sample consisted of 23,305 initial respondents. The outcome
variable used in this study is four-year undergraduate enrollment. Within this study, the
outcome variable was coded dichotomously with 1 = enrolled and 0 = not enrolled. The
outcome variable had 4,607 responses. Both the independent and dependent variables
were drawn from responses to the HSLS: 09 study. To calculate the analysis needed to
answer the research questions SPSS statistical software was used.
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Initial Data Analysis
Initial analyses were done on the data to determine how best to answer the
research questions. This analysis included determining if data was normally distributed,
how best to account for missing data, and a factor analysis on all independent variables to
determine if consolidation should be employed. The first analysis was to determine
whether responses fell under a normal distribution. The variables were analyzed using
SPSS assessing central tendency. However, because many of the variables were either
dichotomous or trichotomous, it should not be assumed within this study that the
variables fall within a normal distribution.
Also, the dataset contained missing variables that were necessary to account for
within the analysis. A technique for accounting for missing information is multiple
imputations (Schaffer & Graham, 2002). To assess if this procedure could be done,
variables within the selected dataset were analyzed using a Pearson Correlation to
determine how well each of the values correlated with one another. After the analysis, it
was determined there was little correlation between the variables and therefore to impute
missing data would be problematic as the data appears to be missing systemically.
Therefore, for this analysis listwise deletion was used wherein variables that do not
contain all responses were removed. This presents a limitation to this study as the sample
used may be biased. However, given the constraints of the variables chosen no other
alternative was viable.
Several variables were considered that measure cultural capital and could have a
relationship to four-year college enrollment. Therefore, a factor analysis was done to
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determine if variables could be eliminated from consideration. Factor analysis concluded
that many of the variables had low inter-correlations and thus could not be eliminated so
for questions three and four all independent and control variables were put into the model
to determine their relationship to four-year college enrollment.
Findings
The sections below showcase findings on each of this study’s research questions
and outlines the results from both the descriptive statistics which were used for questions
one and two and a logistic regression which was used for questions three and four.
Research Question One
Research question one seeks to understand the differences in admission
knowledge of students at various socio-economic levels. Within the HSLS: 09 dataset
socioeconomic status is measured through a composite variable that measures income,
parental education, and parental occupation (HSLS: 09: Base-Year Data File
Documentation, 2011). Measuring admission knowledge was quantified by variables
listed in Table 2 which were chosen to a representative of specific knowledge on the
admission process per the lens of the theoretical framework cultural capital (Lareau &
Weininger, 2003; Dumais & Ward, 2009; Merolla & Jackson, 2014).
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The methodology to answer this question uses descriptive statistics to display the
differences in means between individuals at various socioeconomic levels. The null
hypothesis of this question was that there was not a difference in admission knowledge
between socioeconomic levels. To answer this question, each admission knowledge
variable was cross-referenced with the each of the five different SES composite variable
categories from variable X2SESQ5. Descriptive statistics show the mean of knowledge at
each of the five socioeconomic levels.
As seen in Table 3 there are little differences in the means of admission
knowledge across all socioeconomic groups, and therefore the null hypothesis stands. By
in large each of the groups means on the five variables show little differences in the mean
scores of how they viewed the variables below. Results here conclude that regarding
students' understanding of which factors are important in college admission, their
admission knowledge, students from all socioeconomic backgrounds look to have similar
levels of understanding about what is important in college admission.
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Table 3
Means of admission knowledge for five socioeconomic quintiles.
Quintile
coding of
X2SES
composite

Mean
Importance
of HS
courses for
getting into
typical 4year college

Mean
Importance
of HS
grades for
getting into
typical 4year college

Mean
Importance
of
SAT/ACT
for getting
into typical
4-year
college

Mean
Importance
of activities
for getting
into typical
4-year
college

Mean Importance
of
recommendations
for getting into
typical 4-year
college

First
quintile
(lowest)
Second
quintile
Third
quintile
Fourth
quintile
Fifth
quintile
(highest)

1.37

1.15

1.19

1.83

1.50

1.40

1.14

1.18

1.81

1.52

1.40

1.14

1.18

1.77

1.52

1.39

1.14

1.15

1.72

1.53

1.37

1.14

1.16

1.64

1.55

Research Question Two
Research question two seeks to understand the differences in parental admission
guidance between socioeconomic levels. As discussed previously, parents play a critical
role in a student’s decision to attend college (Enberg & Wolniak, 2011; Hlinka, Mobelini,
& Giltner, 2015; McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014). Because of the prior
literature showing the importance of parental involvement in college enrollment, it is
necessary to explore if differences exist in the guidance that students receive from their
parents during the college admission process.
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The methodology used to answer question two uses descriptive statistics to
measure the counts of the parental admission guidance variables. To answer this question,
each admission knowledge variable was cross-referenced with the each of the five
different socioeconomic quintiles in composite variable X2SESQ5 using the crosstabulation function in SPSS.
As shown in Tables 4 through 8, parental guidance rises with income level so the
null hypothesis must be rejected. On each question related to parental guidance, there is a
general rise in the level of responses at each successive socioeconomic level. The change
was particularly strong when comparing the lowest to the highest quintiles. For instance,
in listing whether a parent has searched the internet or read college option guides, the
number of high-income parents who said yes to this was more than twice what it was for
the lowest income bracket. The same was true for if the high-income parent had arranged
for the student to take a college exam preparatory course wherein again more than double
the number of parents within the highest income brackets had done this as compared to
the lowest.
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Table 4
Cross-tabulation results for Parent has searched internet for college options or read
college guides by socioeconomic quintile.
Has
searched
Internet for
college
options or
read college
guides

First
Quintile
(Lowest)

Second
Quintile

Third
Quintile

Fourth
Quintile

Fifth
Quintile
(Highest)

Yes
No

764
771

768
474

905
396

1214
382

2038
329

Table 5
Cross-tabulation results for parent talked with school counselor about options for after
high school by socioeconomic quintile.
Has talked
with school
counselor
about
options for
after high
school
Yes
No

First
Quintile
(Lowest)

Second
Quintile

Third
Quintile

Fourth
Quintile

Fifth
Quintile
(Highest)

652
886

584
655

655
646

846
747

1392
970
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Table 6
Cross-tabulation results for Parent has arranged teen to take admission exam prep
course by socioeconomic quintile.
Has
arranged for
teen to take
college
admission
exam
preparation
course
Yes
No

First
Quintile
(Lowest)

Second
Quintile

Third
Quintile

Fourth
Quintile

Fifth
Quintile
(Highest)

489
1042

491
751

587
711

832
761

1459
908

Table 7
Cross-tabulation results for Parent has Helped with college application by
socioeconomic quintile.
Has helped
First
complete/completed Quintile
a college
(Lowest)
application in last
five years

Second
Quintile

Third
Quintile

Fourth
Quintile

Fifth
Quintile
(Highest)

Yes
No

479
768

636
663

886
715

1279
1093

413
1131
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Table 8
Cross-tabulation results for Parental arranged for teen to take a college tour by
socioeconomic quintile.
Has arranged for
teen to attend
program/take tour
of college campus

First
Quintile
(Lowest)

Second
Quintile

Third
Quintile

Fourth
Quintile

Fifth
Quintile
(Highest)

Yes
No

488
1055

467
777

558
741

843
752

1570
798

Research Questions Three and Four
An important component of this research project is further the knowledge of
which cultural capital variables have the strongest relationship to four-year college
enrollment. As noted in previous studies, variables denoting cultural capital have shown
to have a relationship to college enrollment (Dumais & Ward, 2009; Merolla & Jackson,
2014) and the definitions of these variables have followed previous literature on the
subject wherein the variables are defined as both knowledge of highbrow culture
(DiMaggio, 1982) and more specific knowledge within the field in question (Dumais &
Ward, 2009; Lareau & Weininger, 2003). As also previously discussed, the purpose of
this study is in part to determine how the broad definition denoting highbrow culture
affects the outcome variable of interest, in this case, four-year college enrollment, when
considering more specific variable definitions related to college enrollment. This is to
understand further the problem of low enrollment among students from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds.
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Table 9
Model summary for logistic regression for income only.
-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

Nagelkerke R Square

5281.878

0.069

0.09

Table 10
Model summary for logistic regression for income and socioeconomic status.
-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

Nagelkerke R Square

5158.926

0.094

0.13

Table 11
Model summary for all variables.
-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

Nagelkerke R Square

4651.398

0.188

0.26
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Table 12
Logistic Regression Model status for statistically significant variables.
Variable
X2FAMINCOME
X2SESQ5
S2IMPCOURSES
S2IMPACTIVITY
S2IMPRECS
P2CLGSEARCH
P2CLGEXAMPREP
P2HELPCLGAPP
S2SUREBA
P2CLGTOUR
S2APPLY_YES
CONSTANT

B
0.089
0.277
-0.143
-0.337
0.240
0.266
0.483
-0.279
-0.809
0.250
0.500
0.484

S.E.
0.017
0.033
0.072
0.066
0.067
0.088
0.075
0.074
0.056
0.077
0.081
0.213

Wald
29.065
68.301
3.934
25.929
12.900
9.089
41.873
14.052
209.671
10.446
38.232
5.181

df
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.047
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.023

Exp(B)
1.094
1.319
0.867
0.714
1.272
1.305
1.621
0.757
0.445
1.284
1.649
1.622

To determine the effect of the independent variables on the outcome variable of
four-year enrollment two control variables were applied: family income and
socioeconomic status. Family income was placed into the logistic regression model first
to determine whether it was a statistically significant relationship to four-year college
enrollment. Model summary results shown in Table 9 demonstrate that income is
significant to four-year college enrollment with a Nagelkerke R Square of .098
accounting for roughly 9 percent of the variance. Next, the composite socioeconomic
variable was included in the model, and this variable was also found to be significant.
Table 10 shows the model summary where both accounting for family income and
socioeconomic status produced a Nagelkerke R Square of .13, including both variables
accounts for thirteen percent of the variance.
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Once income and socioeconomic status were controlled for the independent
variables were put into the model. These variables represented student admission and
financial aid knowledge, parental admission guidance, student arts participation, parental
arts participation, and a variable denoting a student’s habitus. Variables were put into
successive models and demonstrated a Nagelkerke R Square of .26, which accounts for
over a quarter of the variance and is shown in Table 11.
Table 12 shows the coefficients and odds ratios of the independent variables that
were statistically significant. Of the independent variables that were selected for this
study eleven were shown to be significant. Given that family income and socioeconomic
status could, in fact, be correlated with cultural capital variables they were included in the
analysis both were statistically significant as well. As is no surprise and supported by
other previous literature (Merolla & Jackson, 2014) family income and socioeconomic
status are strongly correlated with four-year college enrollment. For family income, each
increase within income category represented a 1.094 increase in the odds of four-year
enrollment. Measurements for socioeconomic status, which for this dataset includes
family income, family occupation, and parental education (HSLS:09: Base-Year Data
File Documentation, 2011) showed an even stronger correlation with each movement to a
new socioeconomic status level showing a 1.319 times more likely to enroll.
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A core of this study's purpose was to understand how highbrow cultural capital
variable would fare when considering more specific admission and financial aid
knowledge and parental guidance. Of the variables that measured highbrow cultural
knowledge, not one was shown to have a statistically significant correlation within the
regression model.
When seeking to understand the relationship of student college admission
knowledge, a student’s understanding of the importance of courses, activities, and
recommendations showed statistical significance. The variables of the importance of
school courses and activities showed decreased odds of enrollment while the importance
of recommendations showed increased odds.
Another area that showed strong correlations were related to the activities of
parents. Several parental admission guidance behaviors showed statistical significance
and many increased the odds their child would enroll in college. A variable showing one
of the strongest increases in the odds of enrollment were parents that aided their students
in exam preparation. Parents who said yes to this question on the HSLS: 09 survey
increased the odds of their children enrolling by 1.621. Parents who search for college
information for their child are 1.305 times more likely to enroll and arranging a campus
tour for their son or daughter netted an increase in the odds of enrollment by 1.284. The
only statistically significant variable that decreased the odds of enrollment was if a parent
indicated they had assisted their student in completing a college application. This variable
was shown to decrease the odds of enrollment by 25%.
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Another concept exhibited through the theoretical framework is that of habitus;
described by Bourdieu (1977) as the how the environment of an individual shapes their
perspectives. For this study, assessing how sure a student was they would achieve a
bachelor's degree was used to measure habitus. This variable was shown to be
statistically significant. Students within the study were asked how sure they were they
would pursue a bachelor's degree with one being the surest and four being least sure.
Given this variable was alternatively coded those with the highest score were least sure
and the odds ratio for this variable reflect the less sure they are they less likely they are to
enroll in a four-year institution. This, in turn, reflects the outcome of the environment in
which they have internalized through the habitus.
Further reflecting on the model, a student that possesses relevant cultural capital
within college admission is understanding of the financial aid process. While there many
facets of financial aid, knowing and understanding the importance of completing the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) represents a key piece of knowledge
within the field of college admission. This question on the survey asked students whether
they plan to fill out the FAFSA. For those students who indicated yes, they were 1.649
times more likely to enroll.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this study was to analyze and understand better the admission
knowledge and parental admission guidance of students by socioeconomic level and
understand the relationship of selected cultural capital variables on four-year college
enrollment. This research aims to help better understand the problem of lower levels of
college enrollment for low-income students (Chetty, Friedman, Saez, Turner, Yagan
2017; Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). This study sought to look
at the problem of the gap between four-year college enrollment of low-income students
and students with more resources from the theoretical framework of cultural capital
theory (Bourdieu, 1984). This theory was chosen for this study because it served as an
explanation for why persistent social inequality exists. Researchers using cultural capital
over the past several decades have used various definitions of cultural capital within both
qualitative and quantitative research. Broadly speaking, cultural capital reflects
knowledge of the prevailing culture within society (Jaeger, 2016). While this definition
serves well for broadly understanding the concept, the details of how this theory has been
defined has seen considerable variability. However, a few emergent interpretations
surface which includes highbrow arts participation (DiMaggio, 1982) and transmitting
broader skills (Lareau & Weininger, 2003) both of which were used in this study.
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Within college admission, various studies have sought to determine which
cultural capital variables are most relevant to college enrollment for various groups
including low-income students (Enberg & Wolniak, 2011; Merolla & Jackson, 2014).
However, there appears to be a deficit in the literature in using more specific definitions
of cultural capital that relate to specific knowledge students have about college admission
and parental guidance within college admission process. This distinction is important as
cultural capital variables that measure highbrow arts participation still show as significant
within research related to college enrollment (Merolla & Jackson, 2014) and many
students of lower means may not have the resources to partake in such activities.
Therefore, this study is warranted to understand better the types of activities students and
parents can best focus on to increase students’ chances of enrollment, give practitioners
specific steps on how they can help low-income students, and give researchers more
specificity when defining cultural capital variables in studies on college enrollment.
Summary of Study
This study's research questions look to specify further the reasons for the gap
between low and high-income students using data from the High School Longitudinal
Study of 2009 (HSLS: 2009). Cultural Capital Theory serves as the theoretical
framework for this study as it provides a lens for understanding persistent social
inequality which is the case concerning low-income student enrollment within four-year
institutions.
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The first two research questions of this study are aimed at finding the level of
admission knowledge and parental admission guidance of students by income level. To
answer questions one and two responses from the HSLS: 09 survey was used that asked
students to rate the importance of various elements on college enrollment such as the
importance of grades and letters of recommendation. Parental admission guidance was
measured by parental responses to questions related to activities parents pursued in
helping advance their son or daughter's college career. Responses included behaviors
such as searching online for college information for their child and arranging a campus
tour. Descriptive statistics were used for both research questions one and two. Research
question one results are shown in Table 3 which lists the mean responses on each
question related to admission knowledge by income level. Research question two runs
cross-tabulation on counts of parent responses as the variables that measured parental
admission guidance are binary.
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Research questions three and four are asked to determine the relationship between
various measures of cultural capital and four-year college enrollment. In this study, the
definition of cultural capital follows two distinct paths highbrow artistic participation
(DiMaggio, 1982) and more generalized knowledge (Lareau & Weininger, 2003). The
purpose of using different interpretations is to show distinction between previous studies
using cultural capital and enrollment (DiMaggio, 1982; Dumais & Ward, 2009; Merolla
& Jackson, 2014) by highlighting variables that showcase specific knowledge the
students themselves have about college admission and further define the activities their
parents are doing related to the field of college admission. Field refers to the term used by
Bourdieu in describing the social space in which various capital is used (Greenfell, 2012).
To answer questions, three and four a binary logistic regression model was built
to determine the relationships and statistical significance of nineteen different variables
on the dependent variable of four-year college enrollment. Before the data was put into
the model analysis was done to determine whether the variables were normally
distributed and if missing data could be imputed. In this analysis, missing data was not
imputed as there were low correlation rates among the variables. Results for the logistic
regression can be found in Table 12 which denotes the statistically significant variables
used on the outcome variable – four-year college enrollment.
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Summary of Findings
Within research question one, gauging admission knowledge results indicated that
regardless of income level all students have about the same level of admission knowledge
on questions related to the importance of key drivers within the college admission
process. For example, students at every income level knew the importance of grades,
recommendations, and course curriculum. This finding provided a firm baseline that
students from all walks of life understand the admission fundamentals.
Research question two measures the level of parental admission guidance and
descriptive statistics demonstrate that parental guidance closely mirrors family
socioeconomic status. Tables 4 through 8 display that for families of higher
socioeconomic levels there are a greater number of parents who participate in activities
designed to aid their students in college enrollment. Research has shown parents are an
integral part of the college selection process (Enberg & Wolniak, 2011; Hlinka, Mobelini,
& Giltner, 2015; McDonough, 1997; Merolla & Jackson, 2014). However, these results
give further credence to the types of activities that parents do to enhance their child’s
chances of enrolling in college.
Research question three and four seek to measure the relationship between the
selected cultural capital variables and the dependent variable of four-year college
enrollment. Within the dataset, there were seventeen variables selected that represented
various measures of cultural capital emulating previous studies using cultural capital as
the theoretical framework and two control variables. Within the binary logistic regression
model, seven variables were shown to be statistically significant.
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Immediately odds ratios confirm what is still the case from other research that
family income and socioeconomic status are correlated to college enrollment (Enberg &
Wolniak, 2011; Huang, Guo, Kim, & Sherraden, 2010; Kim & Sherraden, 2011). While
other variables do show significance, there is no doubt that monetary resources relate to
four-year college enrollment. Variables that listed highbrow arts participation by either
students or parents were not significant within this study. A key part of this study’s
purpose was to assess how those variables that had traditionally been used to measure
cultural capital related to the dependent variable of four-year college enrollment when
considering other variables denoting knowledge about the college admission process.
Results here point to highbrow activities not being relevant when using more specific
definitions of admission knowledge and parental guidance which serves as a form of
cultural capital.
Three variables related to admission knowledge were shown to be relevant within
the regression model. In addition, it is apparent from the results that parental
involvement continues to be key in college enrollment, but specific behaviors are more
important than others. Parents who search for information about colleges, secure exam
preparation for their students, and help arrange college tours see increased odds of their
students attending a four-year institution. The only parental admission guidance variable
that decreased the odds of enrollment was parental help with the college application.
Another part of this study is accounting for a student's habitus. Habitus is defined
as the inculcation of one's surroundings (Bourdieu, 1977). To account for this, a variable
that listed how sure a student was that he or she would complete a bachelor's degree was
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used. Results here indicate similar findings in other studies that habitus influences college
enrollment (Dumais & Ward, 2009). Although, the results in Table 12 show a negative
coefficient this variable was reverse coded, and therefore a lower coefficient should be
interpreted as those students who see themselves as more likely to complete a bachelor's
degree do in fact enroll. While this seems intuitive, adding this variable was essential as it
captures an important point within the theoretical framework. Lastly, knowledge of
financial aid was shown to be significant and having one of the stronger coefficients
within the regression model. Students were asked on the HSLS: 09 survey if they
intended to fill out the FAFSA. Those students who indicated yes were 1.649 times more
likely to enroll in a four-year institution.
Discussion of Findings
Within his chapter on low-income students and college matching, Michael
Bastedo (2016) stated that low-income students were "having a moment" (p. 121) noting
the tide was beginning to turn on making gains in their progress towards enrolling and
graduating from college. US Census Bureau data shown earlier in Figure 1 confirms lowincome students are making gains with the three-year moving average of low-income
students matching that of middle-income students. However, as also stated earlier, there
is still a gap between those with resources and those without in enrollment and lowincome students still face many challenges in the admission and financial aid process.
One area this study reflects upon is the concept within the literature that lowincomes students’ path to college is disrupted by lack of information these students have
about admission and financial aid (De La Rosa, 2006). Prior research has contended the
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context of low-income student’s situation does not yield itself to understanding the
intricacies of what has become a very complicated process (Tierney & Venegas, 2009).
The research questions of this study confirm what has been found in prior research, but
also gives more clarification to what students know and which knowledge shows to be
most valuable in four-year enrollment.
In research question one, results show low-income students have the same
amount of admission knowledge as their higher income peers in that all students surveyed
get what is important in the college admission process. As stated before, there is much
more that can be considered admission knowledge, but the results here show that
awareness of what is important is uniform throughout the socioeconomic spectrum. Part
of the discussion on low-income student enrollment focuses on how to give students
more information and knowledge about both college and the process (Hoxby & Turner,
2013). It is clear from these results that students overall understand what is valued within
college admission. This is interesting as many research studies beforehand were built
on the premise of low-income students being less knowledgeable and while there are
many other nuances to college knowledge these findings present some evidence that all
students have a general base of knowledge in which to work from and that help needed
may need to be more complex than just general information.
The results from research question two parallels strongly what has been seen with
parents of low-income students being less involved within the college admission process
(Hlinka, Mobelini, and Giltner, 2015; Hinz, 2016). Within their work Lareau &
Weininger (2003) show that many low-income families are not as active in
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engaging with the authority structure of the education systems whereas middle-class
families are and teach their children how to interact as well. A gap in the literature this
study looks to address is to examine more specific college planning activities and how
those vary by income level. As shown in this study's results the higher the income, the
more likely parents are to engage in college admission guidance behaviors.
While this has been shown in other studies, these results quantify much more
precisely the actions parents are taking on behalf of their children. This finding also
demonstrates as McDonough (1997) showcased in her work the existence of specific
measures among middle and high-income families that are specifically geared towards
college enrollment. This could also reflect the resources that are available to families with
higher incomes as those parents with more discretionary income and jobs that allow more
freedom naturally have more time to aid their children. This reflects the previously
discussed concept by Bourdieu (1984) of freedom of necessity wherein the
further individuals are from basic needs the more time available to gain capital in other
areas. While Bourdieu's (1984) thoughts here were more to highbrow pursuits, the same
can be said for parents gaining capital in understanding the college admission process and
using that to their children's advantage.
Research questions three and four address the relationships between the variables
selected and four-year college enrollment. As stated earlier, defining cultural capital has
been a source of debate between scholars since its inception by Pierre Bourdieu. A
perceived gap in the literature for studies that use cultural capital for understanding
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college enrollment rely on variables that do not necessarily capture all the skills and
knowledge needed to navigate the admission process. Furthermore, there looks to be a
constant tug between the definition of capital put forth by Lareau and Weininger (2003)
of broader cultural knowledge and cultural knowledge that encompasses what has been
defined as highbrow pursuits as seen originally by DiMaggio (1982) and used in other
studies such as Jaeger (2016). Behind questions three and four is the development of a
further understanding of what cultural capital is most valuable in this field as it is defined
within the theory (Bourdieu, 1984) and how more specific variables that encompass
admission knowledge relate to the dependent variable of four-year college enrollment.
For questions three and four what is immediately apparent is admission and
financial aid knowledge along with parental admission guidance is far more valuable to
students in this area than highbrow pursuits. The variables denoting highbrow pursuits
were not shown not to be significant. Far more telling of the relationship to four-year
enrollment were variables that followed along the more practical path of cultural capital
related to admission and financial aid knowledge. Results here indicate that when
considering studies of four-year enrollment cultural capital variables must be specific on
the capital that is variable within the admission field. This represents an addition to the
literature as future studies regarding college enrollment could consider similar variables.
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Of the variables found to be significant, parental action still holds important sway
in the college admission process. Essential here is the concept of defining the specific
activities that parents’ do that results in a positive correlation with the outcome variable
and what does not. For example, a parent choosing to help their child with their college
application may be better served to help their child by arranging a campus tour. Same can
be said for parents who engage in helping their students prepare for standardized exams
as this showed to positively increase the odds of enrollment.
Three variables for college admission knowledge for students were found to be
significant. Understanding these results require further explanation as these were reverse
coded in that students were asked to rate the importance of different measures on fouryear college enrollment with an answer of one being very important and three being not
important at all. The variables noting the importance of receiving a recommendation was
shown to increase the odds of enrollment. However, interpretation of this finding should
consider how the question was asked in that students who rated these as important have
been seen for this study as having additional knowledge about the admission process and
therefore more adept. However, results here are not entirely conclusive of whether in fact
that those students who rated the two variables that decreased the odds did in fact
decrease given they place less importance on those within admission or if a student’s
opinion on recommendations is more valuable within the admission process.
Another curious finding that confirmed previous studies (Gaddis, 2012) was the
importance of habitus. Within this study, habitus was measured by student responses to
the question of how sure they were of completing their bachelor's degree. This was
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chosen to reflect the habitus that an individual would have acquired during their life
seeing college as something in their future. The surer a student was, the more positively
the odds correlated to enrollment within a four-year institution. This confirms the
findings of prior research of Perna (2006) who conceptualized a model wherein habitus
forms a large part of a student’s drive to attend college.
Another strong relationship within this study was the impact of a student
declaring they will fill out the Free Form for Student Financial Assistance (FAFSA). As
stated earlier students who indicated yes to this question were sixty percent more likely to
enroll in a four-year institution than those who did not. This represents an important
finding that will be useful in multiple areas. This follows the findings of Bettinger et al.
(2013) in demonstrating the importance of understanding the nuances and importance of
financial aid within admission decisions and helps control for an important part of the
process that is sometime seen as ancillary. Because this is finding was shown to be
significant, this adds to the body of literature as other studies regarding four-year college
enrollment and cultural capital should consider financial aid knowledge on the same level
as parental support and guidance in the admission process.
The last variables that were significant and continue to show throughout this study
and prior research is that of income and socioeconomic status. While the other variables
chosen for this study mediated income and socioeconomic status both variables related to
economic capital were still shown to be significant. Simply put, money still matters
within college enrollment and while other factors were significant families with higher
incomes and within a higher socioeconomic bracket show increased odds of enrolling in
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college. It stands to reason that despite the other variables considered within this study
for further explaining the problem of lower four-year college enrollment, income still
does matter and will need to be controlled for within future studies of this problem.
Conclusions
Overall conclusions of this study indicate that money matters within college
enrollment, but other factors that represent specific cultural capital relevant to the specific
field of college admission are significant as well. Parental activities that include
arranging their child's college tour, searching for information about colleges for their
child, and arranging for advance preparation on standardized exams all show a positive
relationship to four-year college enrollment. How sure a student is if they will complete
bachelor's degree increases the odds of enrollment as well. Lastly, a student's willingness
in understanding and completing the FAFSA greatly influence the odds of a student
enrolling in a four-year institution. Variables that measure highbrow arts participation
were shown not to be significant demonstrating that variables that are more specific to
admission knowledge and parental admission guidance are a more valuable form of
cultural capital when looking at this issue and the specific activities are relevant to
helping low-income students enroll in a four-year institution. This finding represents a
change in how cultural capital can be viewed for future studies related to low-income
student four-year college enrollment.
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Implications
As stated earlier, Bastedo (2016) noted the improved attention to the struggles of
low-income students as they attempt to enter college by researchers, practitioners, and
policymakers, but more work is yet to be achieved. The first and foremost implications of
this study highlight the specific activities that have a substantial relationship to four-year
college enrollment. Many college admission offices, in particular, selective institutions,
wonder what more they can do to attract and help students from low-income backgrounds
(Hoxby & Avery, 2012). This study provides some specific recommendations that are
shown to be related to enrollment and can be used to help low-income students. For
example, college admission offices highlight the importance of the campus tour. It is one
of the signature phases of the college admission process, and as seen from the results here
parental involvement in planning the tour correlates positively to enrollment. However,
for many low-income students getting to the campus is difficult both for geography and
for expenses (Bastedo & Jaquette, 2011). Given these findings colleges can do more to
warrant lower income students have as much access to seeing and understanding the
campus they are interested in attending as those students with higher incomes.
Another area for practitioners is exam preparation. Results here concluded that
parents who help their child prepare for standardized tests are more likely to enroll.
While on the surface this may seem a relatively easy fix, for students from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds this can prove yet another challenge. As was evidenced in
the Brown, Wohn, and Ellison (2016) study, lower income students have access to as
much information as their counterparts however, they lack the skills to contextualize it to
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their situation. Given these results, the same can be said for parents trying to help their
child prepare for a standardized test. For many parents, this may be their first experience
with either the SAT or the ACT and while there are many places online that help student,
there may be a disconnect between what parents may know to help their students. Both
high schools and colleges would serve lower income populations well by ensuring lowincome students have access to resources to help their exam preparation.
Financial aid knowledge is another area that continues to prove important in
enrollment. As is shown in prior research students and families that receive information
about financial aid are more likely to apply and enroll (Bettinger et al., 2013). What this
study adds to both researchers and practitioners is showing how knowledge of the
importance of the FAFSA by the student relates to four-year enrollment. This variable
showed one of the strongest correlations within the variables chosen. From a cultural
capital perspective, this demonstrates the how valuable this knowledge within the field of
college admission. While strides have been made to improve the financial aid knowledge
of students, previous studies show many low-income students struggle with the
complexities of the process (Cox, 2016).
This study also has implications for the continued research using cultural capital
theory within considering college enrollment. As was stated earlier, the purpose of this
study was to aid practitioners on more specific activities they could be doing to aid lowincome students but to also to future researchers utilizing this theoretical framework. It
has been the case within previous studies (Enberg & Allen, 2011; Merolla & Jackson,
2014) that highbrow participation was relevant when considering this theory in studies
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involving enrollment. Results here point to the need for far more specificity in defining
appropriate variables but that also that the ever-evolving definition of cultural capital
continues to move in the direction of the shown by Lareau and Weininger (2003). This is
not to say that highbrow pursuits and culture are not still relevant both in society and
research, but the results here point to the idea that when researchers define a field, as
defined by Bourdieu (1984), that careful consideration must be given to the capital that is
most relevant and valuable within that particular field.
Recommendations
Despite gains in solving the issue of low-income student enrollment, further
research is needed in this area. First, although this study was more specific than appears
in other literature regarding defining variables that represent valuable cultural capital
within college admission a wider variety of variables valuable for enrollment should be
considered in future research. For instance, given that both parental guidance and
financial aid knowledge were significant in this study other variables could be considered
that further measure both of those categories. Also, the question of habitus which appears
here to be related to college enrollment should be considered as well. Another area that
should be captured that was not available in this dataset, but may be in other formats is
demonstrated interest of the student in the school and how interactions with the college
are related to enrollment with low-income students.
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Summary
This study looks to understand why students from lower income backgrounds
enroll in college at a lower rate than students from higher income backgrounds. This
problem has been consistent for several decades despite voluminous research and
different programs aimed at solving the issue (Brown, Wohn, & Ellison, 2016; Carnevale
&Strohl, 2010; McDonough, 1997). A theoretical framework for understanding this
problem is cultural capital which has been used to explain persistent social inequality
(Bourdieu, 1984). Within this study, nineteen variables were used in four research
questions to understand this problem further. Results showed that admission knowledge
as measured by how students gauged the importance of various factors considered in
college admission was consistent between all socioeconomic groups. Parental admission
guidance which was measured by activities parents undertook to aid their child in
enrolling in college parallel socioeconomic status wherein those within higher
socioeconomic brackets did more to help their students prepare and enroll in college.
Concerning which cultural capital variables are relevant to four-year college enrollment
several of the selected variables were shown to be significant, but economic capital
remains significant as well. Parental admission guidance which includes help arraigning
a college tour, helping with exam preparation, and searching for information all increase
the odds of a student's enrollment. Students who indicate they will fill out the FAFSA
increase their odds of enrollment as do students who indicate they will finish a bachelor's
degree. Future research should include more robust definitions of capital valuable in
college admission and further variables on financial aid knowledge.
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